
New Tandy Colour Computers 
go on sale next month — with a 
claim that Dragon has under 
Priced its rival micro by £30, 

The new range of three models 
has a $7-key typewriter keyboard 
to replace the calculator type and 
a white casing, instead of gre} 
which is the new Tandy house 
colour 

Prices, say Tandy, will be in 
line with the present models, 
from £240, They are at present on 
special offer at £179.95-£299.95 
The Dragon 32 costs about £175 
and the new Dragon 64 is £225, 

Both Tandy and Dragon use 
Motorola's 6809 processor and 
Microsoft BASIC, which means 
most software will run on either 
models. 

Asked about pricing, Tandy's 
Martin Soble said: “Dragon Data 
is not using the same procedures 
to calculate prices that we do, 

“If you look at its recent 
history, it had to raise money to 
maintain production. Dragon 
was under-pricing by £30. 
“We could do the same if we 

Software 
reviews: 

more than ever 

Spectrum, 
Dragon, Texas, 

Oric, BBC, 
Commodore 64 

Continued on page $ 

No tears over 
sera ing of 

ITV micro 
Most of the independent TV 
companies had mixed feelings 
about plans for an ITV micro — 
and many of them are relieved 
that the idea has been dropped. 

After consultations with the 
Independent TV Companies 
Association, the Independent 
Broadcasting Authority decided 
that the planned micro might 
breach the Broadcasting Act, 
which governs ITV but not the 
BBC 

Section 8 of the Broadcasting 
Act stresses that adverts should 
be kept separate from pro: 
gramme material. And conflicts 
with advertisers could have arisen 
ifthe ITV had decided to sponsor 
one particular brand of micro. 

Spokesmen for some of the 
independent TV companies felt 
that a special ITV micro would 
have interfered with their existing 

Commodore 64 

PLUS: u.s. 
Scene, letters, 
ews, One Man's 

View 
Continued on page $ 



A sound choice for your Spectrum- 
A crystal-clear sound module thot 
simply plugs into the user port - 

It generates its own 
sound through its own speaker, and unlike 
most other types, there is no need for additional 
programming. Make your game playing more exciting, 
more realistic, make your Spectrum sound output music 

= o | to your ears, Also available for the BBC micro at £30. 

ond a FREE choice of £30 software! 
Buy the sound module and choose £30 of software free! 

S i ‘ if: 

ee 

Chuckman Popular arcade 30 Star Wars Battle an 
game with extras. £5 entire rebel space fleet. £5 

PLUS tara 
Cae ee ep £10 of Dread £5 
Ace in the Hole £10 pear 

* 16K Spectrum — everything else 48K. All prices include p & p + WAT. UK only. 

To: Add-On Electronics Ltd., Units 2, 3 and 4, Shire Hill Industrial Estate, Saffron Walden, Essex CB11 3A 
Please rush me. ‘Spectrum/BBC sound modules at £30 each. 
Jenclose cheque to the value to £ or debit my Access(_) Barclaycard() 
en eee ee 
Name. Signature. 
Address. 

Postcode. 
ELECTRONICS | | ciaim software cassettes to the value of £30 called: 
Add-On Electronics Ltd., 
Units 2, 3and 4, 
Shire Hill Industrial Estate, 

ffron Walden, 
Essex CB11 3AQ 
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London SW15 6NU 

Terminal Software, purveyors of 
programs for the Commodore 64 
and VIC-20, have now launched 
their first two programs for the 
Spectrum. They are Vampire 
Village and Space Island, and 
Terminal describes them as “real 
time graphic adventures.” They 
cost £6.95 each 

Terminal Software, 28 Church 
Lane, Presiwich, Manchester 
M25 5AJ 

This monitor stand for the BBC 
micro and similar computers is 
made from quarter-inch thick 
tinted perspex by Camel Pro- 
ducts. It measures 17in by 12in by 
3%" and costs £19.50, plus VAT 
and postage. 

Cambridge Microelectronics, 1 
Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 
1uy 

Zarm, Martian Attack and 
Cybertron are Micro Power's 
three new titles for the Electron 
and BBC micro, priced at £7.95 
each. Micro Power is also con- 
Verting most of its range to run on 
the Electron, including its best 
selling Killer Gorilla, Prices will 
range from £6.95 to £9.95. 

Micro Power, Northwood 
House, North Street, Leeds LS7 

1A 

The Joy of Computers is a new 
book which, with illustrations, 
diagrams and colour photos tries 
to convey the fun of computing 
It’s written by Peter Laurie, ex- 
editor of Practical Computing 
and costs £9.95 in hardback 
From most bookshops, or by 
post for an extra £1.85 

Southdata, 166 Portobello Road, 
London WII 2EB 

All the family can learn with two 
new programs from Sulis Soft- 
ware. Time Traveller, for the 48K 
Spectrum and BBC, aims to test 
your knowledge of British history 
from the Bronze Age to the 
present day. Besieged, for the 
BBC only, isa spelling program in 
which you try to get a knight on 
horseback across a ravine by 
spelling jumbled words to build a 
bridge. Versions for other 
machines are coming soon. Price: 
£9.95 each. 

Sulis Software, 4 Church Street, 
Abbey GReen, Bath BAI INL 
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MAD MARTHA IT 

‘There's eight pages of software 
reviews in this issue — that’s a 
total of 40 programs tested f 
you. We review more softwar 
than any other magazine 

Bash the brickwork with the 
game on page 19 — it packs a 

into the unexpandced 
VIC-20 

eee | 

‘Type in and have fun with the 
BBC game on pages 26 and 27 
— it’s so furiously simple... 

Stay up to date with the 16K 
ZX81 program on pages 40 
and 41 
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LUNAR JETMAN- 48k zx 

LUNAR JETMAN For the 48K 
Sinclair ZX Spectrum 
LUNARJETMAN. The Ultimate 
ntergalactic G.A.S. (Graphic 

‘Simulation) Advent 
Space Battle 
LUNAR JETMAN. Arcade 
standard, 100% 
incredible sound effects 9 
smooth high resolution graphics, 
Jhe totally new addictive concept 
and all those extra features you 
expect from the ULTIMATE games 
people 
Design - The ULTIMATE PLAY 
THE GAME design team 

PSSST - 19/48K2x 
Spectrum 

o aces ~— len 
PLAY THE GAME 

3K ZX Spectrui 

COOKIE - 16/48k zx 
‘Spectrum 

rom the 
people 

Design - The ULTIMATE PLAY THE 
GAME design team 



From front page 

decided to lose £30 per machine 
We are committed to providing 
full support and we also want to 
be here tomorrow 

Many people think it’s a 
licence to print money. It will be 
interesting to see how many 
manufacturers are around in the 
New Year. 

Dragon’s sales boss Richard 
Wadman, told of Mr Soble’s 
comments, said: “It’s a load of 
rubbish. The re-financing has got 
nothing to do with it. There's no 
relation. It was due to the fact 
that when we started we had 40 
staff and now we have six times 
that amount and a major 
development programme. 

“Obviously, as a manufac: 

ITV micro 
From front page 
plans for home computer pro 
grammes. 

Roy Addison, of Thames TV, 
said ‘On one hand, it’sa pity that 
the BBC can bring out a micro 
and we can’t. On the other hand, 
we have an independent edu 
tional programme about the 
world of computers, called Data 
Base, which covers all kinds of 
micros, so we were quite worried 
about the IBA’s reaction. 

Data Base, which was broad- 
cast in the London area only last 

ar, will be coming back during 

lam Hart-David, who is pro: 
ducing a computer programme 
for Yorkshire TV, said: “An ITV 
micro would have had ad 
vantages and disadvantages. But 
to try and cram all the different 
ITV companies’ wants into one 
machine would have been quite 
difficult 

“For example, at Yorkshire 
TV we're trying to make a simple 
little programme for home com- 
puter users. If we'd been 
lumbered with an expensive ITV 
micro, I’d have been very un- 
happy 

Mr Hart-Davis is working on a 
series of four or five programmes 
which should start to appear on 
viewers’ screens nationwide in 
June, The aim of the series will be 
to encourage people to write their 
own programs. 

The series will concentrate on 
two microcomputers, both 
costing less than £250, ‘one of 
which is likely to be the 
Spectrum. It will be presented by 
Fred Harris, best known for his 
appearances on Play School 

Describing the series, Mr Hart- 
Davis said: “We want it to be 
educationally sound, but fun too. 
The most exciting thing about 
computing is when your first 

price — but the market place 
doesn’t.” 

‘Tandy’s new models, made in 
Korea, are a 16K version, 16K 
with Extended BASIC and 32K, 
or 64K with a 3¥%4in disc drive 
which also adds Tandy’s OS/9 
disc operating system. The circuit 
board has also been re-designed. 

All present software and 
peripherals will work on the new 
micros, except Tandy’s graphics 
pad. 

Meanwhile, Dragon is 
planning to bring out a computer 
aimed at businesses in February 
March, followed by a 128K 
Dragon. 

Tandy, Tameway Tower, Bridge 
Street, Walsall, West Midlands 
WSIiLA 
Dragon Data, Kenfig Industrial 
Estate, Margam, Port Talbot, 

turer, I would like to see a higher | West Glamorgan SA 13 2P1 
program runs, and th 
want to get across."” 

He is also on the lookout for 
people who do odd things with 
micros, and said: “if any of your 
readers fit the bill, tell them to get 
in touch with me. 

Tommy Boyd, who along with 
Isla Sinclair presents Central 
TV's Saturday Show, said: 
“There are too many types of 
computer anyway — it will be 
better when they are all standard 
ised. We want to concentrate on 
using micros to make entertain 
ing programmes. 

The Saturday Show has a 
regular computer spot called 
Interface. From 7 January it will 
be starting a Fairground of the 
Future, in which viewers control 
a robot arm via a computer 
modem link from their own 
homes, and try to pick up prizes 
from a turntable. 

Interface is co-presented. by 
Tommy Boyd and technical 
expert Chris Palmer. 

London Weekend Television is 
Iso actively pursuing the idea of 

making its own home computer 
programme. It’s currently dis- 
cussing proposals which should 
become public in a few weeks. 

New show 
date 

The organisers of the London 
Home Computer Show have 
decided to re-schedule the 
exhibition, because many 
potential exhibitors wish to 
attend the Las Vegas computer 
show at the same time. 

The London show has been 
postponed for a month and will 
now take place in the Royal 
Horticultural Society’s Old Hall, 
Vincent Square, Westminster, 
London, on February 3-5. A‘ 
mission: £2.50, children under 15 
£1.50, 

Cutting idea 
for a Dragon 

So who says home computers 
can’t do anything useful? 
Seventeen year old Stephen 
Hurcombe proved them wrong 
with his prize winning entry for 
the Microquest competition run 
by Williams and Glyns and the 
Mocroelectronics Application 
Project. 

Stephen’s entry, which used a 
Dragon 32 to control a mortice 
cutter, has a very real use in 
streamlining manufacture of 
storm porches at his father’s 
joinery business, 

He learned about microclec- 

tronics partly through home 
computing on his Dragon, and 
partly through work experience 
as an apprentice with British 
Telecom, at the Madley satellite 
earth station, 

As national Microquest 
winner, Stephen was awarded 
£1,000. He also received £250 as 
the Midlands regional winner, 
and plansto use the money to buy 
more computer equipment. 
‘One thing he won't have to buy 

is disc drives — Dragon Data has 
already presented him with a dise 
system 

Now Stephen s hoping that, 
with the help of MAP, his idea 
may be developed commercially, 

Payenre 

(ephen Hurcombe with his prize-winning Dragon project 

Split-level stand 

Zygon has come up with another 
variation on the computer stand 
theme. 

Its stand uses a two-tie 
arrangement, with the computer 
‘on lower shelf which slides away 
when not in use. The screen is set 
back on a higher shelf, and side 
shelves hold disc drives and other 
peripheral equipment. 

The whole stand will wheel out 
of sight on double castors, and 
there's even a brake to prevent 
your hobby running away with 
You. Price: £106.08. 

Zygon, 9 Sheredes Drive, 
Hoddesdon, Herts ENII 8LH 

Rolling storage for your micro 
from Zygon 

Home Computing Weekly is 
one of the magazines that 
sponsors the London Home 
Computer Show. 

Argus Specialist. Exhibitions, 
Wolsey House, Wolsey Road, 
Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 
48S 

Tuppence 
more 

Rising costs have forced us to put 
up the price of your Home Com- 
puting Weekly by two pence. But 
we are sure you'll agree that the 
40p HCW is just as good value. 
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ONE COMPANY'S VIEW 

Quick on the 
draw 

Software company Audiogenic 
has now moved into peripherals 

and weighs just one pound. The 
graphics pad surface is four 
inches square. 

Audiogenic, PO Box 88, 
Reading, Berks RGI 2SN with Koala Painter, a £90 

graphics tablet for the 
Commodore 64 plus discs. 

Graphics tablets allow on- 
screen pictures to be produced 
without the need for program- 
ming knowledge, by drawing 
with a special stylus on an 
electronic pad 

Koala Painter, so called 
because it is made by the Koala 
Technologies Corp of Santa 
Clara, California, is controlled 
by a disc-based program which 
allows you to draw in eight line 
widths, 16 colours and 16 
patterns. 

You can undo a previous com- 
mand to correct mistakes, copy 
picture elements, create mirror 
images and zoom in for detailed 
drawings. 

To select any of these features, 
you press one of the Koala’s 
buttons to get to the menu. Press 
the button again to choose the 
option you want, and another 
button press returns you to 
drawing mode. 

Koala Painter measures eight 
inches by six inches by one inch, 

You could be 
on our pages 
We welcome programs, articles and tips from 

our readers. 
PROGRAMS must always be sent on cassette. 
Listings are helpful, but not necessary. Check 

carefully that they are bug-free. Include 
details of what your program does, how it 
works, variables you have used and hints on 

conversion. 

ARTICLES on using home computers should be 
no longer than 2,000 words. Don't worry about 
your writing ability — just try to keep to the 

style in HCW. Articles most likely to be 
published will help our readers made better 
use of their micros by giving useful ideas, 

Possibly with programming examples. We will 
convert any sketched illustrations into 

finished artwork. 

TIPS are short articles, and brief 
programming routines which we can put 
together with others. Your hints can aid 

other computer users. 

Audiogenic — graphi 
fingertips 

at your 

Competitive rates are paid. 

Keep a copy of your submissions and include 
an SAE if you want them returned. Label 
everything clearly and give a daytime and 

home phone number if you can. 

Paul Liptrot, Home Computing Weekly, 
No.1 Golden Square, London W1R 3AB 
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It's a no-lose 
situation 

In HCW 38, this column was devoted to a complaint from “an 
anonymous software house” complaining of “blackmail” from 
“the few big distributors” who ‘demand that they buy programs at 
60% margins 

“Is the man mad?" I ask myself. “‘Has he not observed the 
transformation of the software market that has taken place in the 
last 12 months? Can he not see that this is to the advantage of both 
his company and to would-be purchasers of his software? Is he not 
pleased that today the consumer can walk into any town in the 
country and find a shop selling good quality software attractively 
packaged and presented and retailing at an acceptable price?” 

It would be wrong to place all the credit for this situation with 
the various distributors of computer software, but there can be no 
doubt that they have played an important part. 

Let me take an example. This morning, my company received 
an order from one of our distributors for 4,000 copies of 3D 
Seiddab Attack, our new Spectrum cassette. 

For an order of this size, we willingly allow the distributor a 
discount in the region of 60%. We do so because the distributor is 
providing a service to the public which we could not equal, let alone 
Surpass. 

Heisalso serving us by arranging that copies of the cassette will 
be available in hundreds of retailers up and down the country on the 
launch date — 17 December. When the general public sees our 
advertisement, or reads the first independent reviews, the cassette 
will be available at a convenient local outlet. 

Contrast this arrangement with the situation of a year ago, 
when the potential purchaser had either to search out one of the 
small number of specialist computer shops, or to entrust his money, 
to the vagaries of the postal system. 

There are other benefits to both the distributor and to our- 
selves in this arrangement. We know that he will settle our bills on 
time and he knows that we will deliver our software on schedule 
because we both wish (0 continue a mutually profitable trading 
relationship in the future. 

He also gets to know the style and quality of our software and 
learns that we will only offer him reliable products which he can 
readily sell. 

Retailers also benefit. They need not run 20 or 30 accounts 
with a variety of software houses, each of which requires telephone 
calls, paperwork and, in some cases, time consuming and expensive 
weeding out of poor cassettes. 

Finally, the public also benefit. They can buy their software 
Jrom the local newsagents, hi-fi shop, camera shop, computer 
shop, chemist or supermarket, and can be confident that the 
selection is of good quality and will contain all the latest releases 

Surely thisis preferable to the unseemly mail order scramble of 
year ago? I know that the hundreds of thousands of purchasers of 
our software certainly think so — our mail order sales now 
represent a tiny fraction of our total turnover. I think so, too. We 
can now concentrate all our energies on what we do best — creating, 
packaging and presenting top quality, value for money software. 

The only losers in this market are the software houses which 
cannot deliver good material. 1 for one will not mourn their demise. 
Andrew Hewson 
Hewson Consultants 
Wallingford, Oxfordshire 

© This space is for you to sound off about the micro scene, to present 
bouquets or to hurl brickbats. Share your views by sending them to Paul 
Liptrot, Opinion, Home Computing Weekly, 1 Golden Squa 
WIR 3AB. Please include your ogcupation and your interest in 
computing. 



omputer Graphics Language 

‘yk AVERY POWERFUL, TRUE 
MULTITASK LANGUAGE 

AS FAST AS MACHINE CODE 
SIMPLER THAN BASIC 

» _Write Machine Code ina 
| fraction of the time currently 

SCOPE is available from 
. most good quali 

~_ dealers and selected 
branches of 

* ’ WHSMITH 
ils dF how to 
mes pablished 

SCOPE is a fully structured 

multitask language specifically 

for writing graphics, animation and sound. 

Being fully compatible with BASIC it is ideal for 

writing both arcade and adventure style games. 

Additionally, with SCOPE present in high memory 
it can be used as an assembler with SCOPE words 

as plain language mnemonics. Therefore no 
knowledge of machine code is required. 

The language is extremely easy to 
comprehend and is very powerful 
indeed providing many features 
not available from BASIC. 

| SCOPE HAS TO BE USED 
| TO BE BELIEVED 

48K SPECTRUM 



ANIROG SOFTWARE 
COMPUTER GAMES 
OF TOMORROW 

HEXPERT 

» 

MOON BUGGY 

anaes 
bi a 

COMMQDORE 
% ) 

GALaxy 
AVOID “= CAPTUI 

OTHER SHIPS 
F 

BX. THE § ALIEN 
TOR BEAM AS. 

{ 
INDIAN ATTACK £5.95 

6 S§CTORS TO TEST 
HEXPERT 
TRAIN BERT TO BE HEXRERT\ON THIS 30 HEXAGONAL PYRAMID 
MOON BUGGY ey £7.9 COSMIC COMMANDO £5,95 i 
Whotbereno tne mooNgudcy rho auen artack |. ©WENGEANGE OF ZENO £5.95 
FROG RUN KIB./J.S £5.95 
AlPOPULAR ARCADE GAM 24 HR. CREDIT CARD SALES HORLEY (02934) 6083 
3D TIME TREK PAYMENT BY CHEQUE, P.O., ACCESS/VISA 

| 8 HIGH STREET HORLEY, SURREY. 
Overseas 50p post & packaging 

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME 
29, West Hill, Dartford, Kent. (0322)92513/8 _ 
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SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

I'm In Shock 
Spectrum 

£4.95 
Artic, Main Street, Brandes. 
burton, Driffield YO25 8RL 

Why am I in shock? Well 
wouldn't you be if you'd been 
away fighting aliens only to find it 
was all a decoy, and the earth had 
been taken over in your absence? 

You find yourself on a grid, 
with some static triangles that 
deflect your shots. This makes 
killing the aliens quite an art even 
though they are pretty docile 

On level 5 they speed up and 
fire indiscriminately. 

The sound, a fast throbbing 
noise, is good and the effect of the 
screen flashing white when a 
triangle is hit is excellent 

The game is let down badly by 
the poor graphics and the lack of 

Proteans 
32K BBC £6.95 

dk’tronics, Shire Hill Industrial 
Estate, Saffron Waldon, Essex 

You control the usual laser gun 
which is under constant attack by 
waves of enemy aliens, which 
move around ina random fashion 

Spectron 
48K Spectrum 

£5.95 
Virgin Games, 61/63 Portobello 
Road, London Wil 

According to the blurb, this is a 
game which can never be beaten 
no matter how proficient you 
become. If that isindeed the case 
what is the point of playing it? 

The game is another version of 
Space Invaders. This time, you 

fe in the centre of the screen 
being attacked from all sides by 
the monsters. 

Keys Q,A,B and v or a com: 
bination of two of them, allow 
you to move in eight directions, 
firing in the direction you travel 
This does cut down the number of 
keys you need to use: 

Arena/Alien 
swarm 

Spectrum 
£6.95 

K-Tel, 620 Western 
London W3 

Avenue, 

“You are a captive of a warlike 
alien race... you are in the 
arena... you will have comets, 
lazer bolts and lazer spears shot at 

variety of aliens — there are only 
three types. 

Iv’s difficult to position your 
ship in a particular column 
because the keys are over: 
responsive. One touch and you 
move three or four spaces. How 
ever, itis a logical choice of keys 

I doubt the game’s lasting 
appeal, even with the different 
skill levels, because it can become 
monotonous. But it’s certainly 
fun to play forawhile. SE 

instructions 0% 
playability 65% 
graphics 35% 
Value for money 60% 

rather than the strict formation of 
Space Invaders. 

These are some of the fastest 
moving aliens I've experienced. 
There areno less than 36 waves of 
them, each wave increasing in 
difficulty and speed, and they 
appear in nine different forms. 
Choice of control keys is good, 

being equally suitable for left of 
right handed players (other soft 

In all, this is a rather standard 
game despite the nine skill levels. | 
Teel that better use could have 
been made of colour, especially in 
the instructions, which look quite 
drab in black and white: 

Movement of the characters is 
very smooth, however and the 
game is up to the standards of this 
type of game — competent but 
ininspiring, NB. 

instructions 80% 
playability 80% 
graphics 70% 
Value for money 75% 

you. .."” it says here 
Which is an interesting des 

cription of a little spaceman 
stuck in the middle of a rectangle, 
being bombarded by amorphous 
blobs of colour to the sound of 
random bleeps. 

The instructions also tell you to 
keep away from the side spikes of 
the arena". They’re supposed to 
be deadly, but my spaceman 
wouldn’t go near them 

‘And they're supposed to move 
in as time goes on, but mine 

screen with 

ware writers please note). Un: 
fortunately, the author has not 
given the option to use joysticks, 
Which is a pity 

Instructions are displayed 
while the main program is 
Toading, and a high scores table is 
provided. I particularly liked the 
way that the sereen scrolls from 
the end of the game into the high 
score routine 

Excellent use is made of the 
Beeb’s sound and graphics 

tix 
comes £8.95 

Winchester Hous 
Supersoft ‘Wealdston 5 Road, 
ffarrow, Middlesex 

bundle of energy 

e covered at 
When you've covered 

appeared to be frightened and 
kept running back 

To be fair, you can define the 
movement keys — every time you 
start (yawn!). And you can adjust 
the speed and difficulty from 
geriatric.to impossible 

The problem here is that the 
easiest level is 9 and the hardest is 
1, which by convention is back to 
front. The graphics are jerky and 
the sound is rudimentary 

The concept of the game is 
quite good, and if you like it, go 
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situation 

aE eS 
More programs to fill your TV 

creatures. Our reviewers 
battled through them to give 

you their ratings 

nought to positively impo The bit mapped 
tx doesn’t take much though ©) Phe game uss I Ty pro 
realise that this 1s % OoSunding mode and fy complaints 
caliae that OP mila sounding OCT eg. wy only complaints 
Atm. Unlike most copies, were the lack of 8 ME ity of 
name, Une espe erGayrand the sk OF 
Aral 

sy _ the score 
Seater 

epee 
‘abouritwitha 

— Sts 
aay 

eck ee vo 

hostile space 

facilities, If you like the fast 
moving, noisy arcade games, 
you'll like this, GT 

instructions 90% 
playability 80% 
graphics 90% 
value for money 859 

kk kk ok 

een you get a new ete of the se 
screen. With eae 

ce, and the quarks bs 
end go, for the 
. increased alacrity 

six screens, 
abo sible, 

wy screen the alien 
rks become mealet 

throat with 
In fact, after 
ive becomes 

out and buy Zip Zap from 
Imagine, because this just doesn't 
bear comparison. 

Sold as a double-game along 
with Alien Swarm. DM. 

instructions 95% 
playability 60% 
graphics jo 
value formoney 30% 
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BEHIND THIS SCREEN THERE'S A WHOLE 
AA ty 

a. m Vb 

* WHEELIE (48K Spectrum) 
‘As proud owner of 

ine-code acon, keyboard ‘oplone, demonstration 
a2 ics combine 

only £5.98 

+ THE TRAIN GAME(16/48K Spectrum) 
The game that starts where model 
railways left off. Full graphics feat 

games; irate passengers; collisions 
derallments; and everything else youd ma major railway just€5.98 
E ‘an excellent game which is 
original, well thought-out and full of 
action” (S. User Nov 83) 
“Fun, tun, tun to play (Home Computing Weekly 27/9/83) 

CBM 64 and BBC owners — WHEELIE and THE TRAIN GAME will soon be ready 
for your micros. 

toms marked * 

| a 

= 

OMNICALC (48K Spectrum) 
The best Spectrum spreadsheet you can buy. Written in machine code, to be faster, to give you more space for data, and to include more features, I is guaranteed uncrashable. Complete with comprehensive manual €9.95 
“if more programs shared the quality Of OMNIGALE then we might see more 
Spectrums in offices 
(Home Computing Weekly 3/6/83) 
EVOLUTION (48K Spectrum) 
Meet Tyrannosaurus Rex, Podopteryx, Brontosaurus and many more faseina: ‘on the journey from the fo man. See 3500 million ‘of evolution compressed Into 
hail an hour £6.95, 

or by m mai on 
i 

le at good computer shops everyw! 



Get that 
sprite right 
EEE SESE OTST ES 
Playing about with sprites is a 

My Sprite Editor program helps times pressed the wrong key 
you to get the most out of your piece of cake when you use and cleared the screen by mis- 

Conmodore cpacecie.| Tony Kelly's Sprite Editor Sie os Re Rt 
your sprite on the screen, and program. A few keys let you straight away. Y will clear the 
then see it in four different | Change your sprite’s size, shape screen and then return 
modes: expanded, normal, ex- Press S this must be pressed after 
panded in X direction ‘and and colour Sif you want the data for the 
expanded in Y direction sprite you have on the right 

‘To move about, use the normal hand side of the screen, Press- 
cursor keys plus colon, semi- | Mode 2 press 2— you can move | Press Q to change the colour of | _ ing D will print the data, then 
colon, full stop and slash: without deleting anything. the sprite to anything but | wait fora key to be pressed, 

You can be in one of three | Mode 3 press 3— you will delete | __ black Press R to return to the sprite 
the square you are on and any | Press A you will beconfronted by | draw and clear screen. If you 

press 1 — you will start |__other you move to. re you sure?”” This was put | press any other key, the 
printing as you move, The other functions are: in because I found I some- | program. will print your 

picture back on the screen. 
How it works Main variables 

10-50 sets variables, prints ||| ws (21,24) holds screen picture 
sereen ta 

60-190 reads Keys pressed, takes | | L*%62) holds sprite da 
appropriate action 

500-1170 converts screen display 
into decimal code for sprites 

1190-1200 pokes sprite data into 
‘memory 

{5000-5010 clears screen when A 
is pressed 

$500 prints data 
5810 either prints last screen 

picture or runs the program 
again 

80 1ryon21THEWve2t 

Ste irre 

ierees Fi 

GSE YOU SURE CETAB:1FRE<*=THEVEO00 mr srciae) *"corosoes 

Soee Print "or. ronmeoroc> Fein S10 Geine irae==Trevesio, 
E > 

ToTMENEORE 10240864008, 224 Sie sets neta rocesacei 0 Poxesaseo. 6 See Poeve21-15° coTase 
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| ———> | MAKES FUN _ QUT OF LEARNING 

COME 
Computertutor can give your Bech a head start 
with games that really make fun out of leaning 
Children of today are fascinated by computers. With 
‘micros already used in schools throughout the country 
ther involvement in education and in our daily lives is 
‘increasing al the time 
To give young children a head start we've created, with 
‘parents, teachers and, of course, children, the Clever 
Clogs series, designed to appeal to children in the 3-7 
year old age group. Help them develop basic skills, 
stimulate imagination and increase their 
sell-confidence. Unlike similar products, each Clever 
Clogs program offers a wider choice of games to play 
And each game can be made more ‘difficul by simple 
editing of te tape and resetting new questions. In this 
way you can keep up with your child's progress - even 
Tink the questions into work they're doing at school 

“ Wnizz QUIZ or Age 7 ys + The Clever Clogs series can be used by yo hance or 1-4 play whizzkid on their own with initial help from you, 
Price eae program 
(incl Vat, P& P) 
£1 extra 
Money back guarante, 
Trade engines invites 
Pease nde: lense chee PO pyle Contra please eit my retail 

‘ 

PRESENTS 
A CHRISTMAS SELECTION FOR SLEUTHS, SCREWBALLS, 

SLIMY WORMS OR SCHOLARS 

STWOODMANOR SCREWBALL 
FOR USE WITH A BBC MICRO MODEL B FOR USE WITH ANY ZX SPECTRUM 

FOR USE WITH A 48K ZX SPECTRUM FOR USE WITH A BBC MICRO MODEL B 

ANY OF THESE £ 5 3 INCLUDING P & P VAT 
GAMES FOR JUST AND A LIFETIME GUARANTEE 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME TEL: (0438) 726155 

PROGRAMMERS! IF YOU HAVE MARKETABLE PROGRAMS WE SHOULD BE TALKING TO EACH OTHER 

TO POLARSOFT ITD PLEASE SUPPLY ____ 

ENTERPRISE HOUSE I ENCLOSE CHEQUE/PO FOR 

ELDER WAY NAME 

STEVENAGE ADDRESS 

HERTS SG1 1TL 
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How it works 
15 sets BORDER colour 
20 GOSUB to assign variables 
4 GOTO instructions 
45 GOTO subroutine to define 

UFO 
60 start 
62 initialise value of ct: number 

of times UFO has crossed 
screen 

65 clear screen 
70 read DATA 
90-110 PRINT question, choices 

of answer 
11S set initial position of UFO 
118 magenta for UFO 
120 PRINT UFO. Note: ob: 

tained by typing PQR in 
graphics mode 

125 noise 
126-140 PRINTs gun and score 

in black 
150 if correct GOTO fire routine 
160 if incorrect, give correct 

answer 
170 new UFO position, check if 

at edge, increase ct by one. 
erase UFO, restore to initial 
position 

175 has UFO crossed 10:imes? If 
so give answer 

180 move UFO 
185 clear screen 
190 next question 
200-211 clear screen, give result 
220 end 
1000 set initial value of score 
1010-1020 initial bullet co-ordin. 

ates. 
1030 initial value of ct 
1090-1094, 2000-2950 DATA for 

UFO, questions and answers 
3000-3092 instructions 
3093-3096 if sis pressed return to 

start 
4000-4003 PRINT “‘correct 

increase and PRINT score 
noise 

4010-4035 move bullet 
4040-4070 check for hit, miss ete 
4075 delay 
4080 next question 
5000-5020 give correct answer 

delay, next question 
7000-7040 define characters for 

UFO 
8010-8030 noise, tell player is too 

slow, give answer, delay, next 
question 

Variables 
{number of questions 
¢{ number of times UFO crosses 

screen 
1 target line 
te target column 
se score 
bi bullet line 
be bullet column 
y check if s (start) pressed 
4, f,g delays 
1, a! Used in defining graphics 

The answers 
2d 3b 4a 
Td 8c 9a 

la 
6d 

change the quiz 

Zap while you learn... 
but be quick about it , 

Sr as 
Space games can be 

educational, too. Gerard 
Morgan proves it with his 

Physics invaders 
Spectrum. And it's easy to 

ame for the 

uestions for 
other subjects 

Have fun while you're learning 
with Physics Invaders, which 
combines education with play 

Every time you get the answer 
right you can gain bonus points 
by shooting a UFO 

Although I have used ques- 
tions on physics, it is a simple 
matter to change the DATA in 
lines 2000-2950 to any other 
topic. It could be Sport Invaders, 
General Knowledge Invaders, 
and so on. 

Each time a question is asked 
four choices of answer are given 

rr a8 73 26 
gee 5 2 i a8 88 SUB 56 Ren sta S29 For ta7 2 Cer itd $8 ccs ‘t 28 READ 
S-is.is = 

ss cus 38 BRT 288 PRINT 12g BRint 2 s) BRINT hs das"ey PPL tis ran § 126 BRIN? 9 S been’ 8 
26 INK $ BNE, 6 BREN 3 BRIN ise tr tY eo: Ren ee isoour'? */ Then ze 

Ler aa te a$s a igo ; 
785 CLS Se RES 
206 SET 219 BRI uiatsts ia Bet 

—a,b, cord. 
While waiting for an answer, a 

UFO flies across the screen above 
a gun. The trigger is the key for 
the correct answer 

A correct. answer earns 10 
points and there's a bonus of 
another 10 for a hit 

Ifyou take too long too answer 
time for the UFO to cross the 

screen 10 times — a “too slow" 
message appears and you lose the 

“¢ 10 score on that question. 
Your score is given after all 10 

questions. 

INVADER 

REM assian 
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950 DATA 

2910 DATA 
2920 DATA 
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SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Arcade 
favourites 

to take 
away 

There's a familiar sound to this 
collection of games — it's the 
sound of the arcades, ready to 

fill your living room 

Krazy Kong 
48K Spectrum 

£5.95 

PSS, 452 Stoney Stanton Road, 
Coventry 
The aim, of course, is to rescue 
Jane from the evil gorilla, To do 
this you must get to the top of 
four different screens and then 
Kong should fall — although I'll 

Kong 
TI-S9/4A £5 

Stainless Software, 10 Alstone 
Road, Stockport, Cheshire Sk4 
SAH 

The gorilla has got the gitl, and 
you must rescue her. 

You would think that she 
would be more careful after that 
business in New York, but no. 

No sooner is she rescued than 
she’s caught again, and you 
epeat the performance scoring 
100 points for each successful 
mission, 

Avoid barrels thrown by Kong 
and holes in the floor which you 
can jump across. 

I found this game to be quite 
enjoyable and relaxing to pla 
since there is no time lim 

it was difficult 
10 reach high scores — those 
barrels can be tricky! 

Cruncher 
32K BBC £7.95 

Virgin Games, 61/63 Portobello 
Road, London Wil 

‘This game isa rather poor copy of 
the arcade game Checkman 

The aim is to defuse time 
bombs before they explode. Todo 
so you have to simply walk over 
them (the very last thing I would 

have to take PSS's word for that 
There are numerous hazards in- 

cluding barrels, which have the 
nasty habit of falling on you when 
you least expect it, plus fireballs, 
conveyor belts, flans, and what 
look like flying tin cans. There are 
lifts on the higher levels 

To cap it all your bonus 
depends on the time you take — 
toolong and youlose alife. Bonus 
points can be gained for picking 
‘up water buckets 

The screen presentation is neat, 
with pleasing use of sound. The 
game can be played using key- 
board or joysticks 

‘One minor annoyance is the 
need to use ENTER when re- 
sponding to the instructions 
Prompt — this can be avoided 
simply by changing the INPUT 
statement to a CALL KEY 
routine — but that is my only 
quibble, in all other respects this 
program functions well, loading 
‘easily and apparently bug free. 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

advise in ‘real’ life). 
If you can contrive to pass 

through various flags on the way, 
you score extra points, 

Meanwhile you are being pur- 
sued by bovver boots intent on 
stamping you out 

The game is fairly good, but 
does seem a little unresponsive 
until you get used to it 

The animation routine is very 
interesting as the “robot” turns his 

Kong 
TI-99/4A 

(Ext. BASIC) 
Blus joysticks 

8.95 
Extended Software, from Time- 
less Software, 3 Bridgend, Fauld- 
house, West Lothian 

The first thing that hits you about 
this game is the packaging — 
‘American, and very professional. 

The package was described as 
Games Pak/IIl, supposedly con- 
sisting of three programs, Kong, 
Bouncer, and Romeo, but only 
Kong was supplied for the price, 1 wondered if the original package 
hhad been broken down into three 
Separate packages, and if 50, 

Anyway, the game is a moder- 
ately-good version of the gorilla- 
based Donkey Kong, requiring 

The animation of the man is 
excellent, the legs actually appear 
to move properly, it’s even inter- 
esting just to watch him jump. 

You can use a Kempston joy- 
stick or keys 1-5, which have been instructions 80% 
chosen for compatability with  Playability 68% 
Interface 2. ‘graphics 70% 

So far I've found itimpossible value formoney 69% 
to get past the second screen, 
although it has been done, so this 
shouldn't be a game that gets 

er HoOpP' nt 

£5.95 

pss, 452 Stoney Stanton Road, 

Coventry 
Sa Se 1s the Frog acto 

cross a river On 
nd logs on toe ‘busy road, hop a¢ 

varying traffic speeds. Once we 

thas been crossed You! must avoi Be 

a? e f the turtles must be wary ofthe turt 
diving ‘under water — which can 

noyin 

back on you to walk away. you choose, 
Unfortunately it misses many 

features of the original — par- mas 
ticularly asteady increaseinspeed _instructions 0% 
and bonus screens. These would —_ playability 0% 
have held the attention for longer graphics 70% 
and added that little extra that this 
game certainly needs. 

It i by no means bad, but it 
isn’t up to the standard of Pro- 
gram Power's Danger UXB by 
Sny means. Do see both before 

HOME COMPUTING 

mastered too easily. Its difficulty 
could be offputting, though. 

value for money 

Joysticks to work and thus likely 
to fall foul of the alphalock key, 

The documentation is very 
good indeed; two sheets of in- 
structions and a publicity blurb, 

One sheet is given over to 
instructions for loading from 
cassette, even suggesting solu- 
tions to loading difficulties in 
some detail. 

The second sheet is an equally- 
detailed discussion on playing the 
game, offering strategic sug- 
gestions. 

The program is announced on 
tape using the Terminal Emulator 
I, of interest to those working on 
text-to-speech algorithms. P.B, 

instructions 95% 
playability 80% 
graphics 80% 
value for money 55% 

SE. 

ys or a more — the cursor keys or a More 
istical arrangemen

t. At first ue 

difficult to control Eerery
 

use he moves two spaces Al 

cate press the key fOr 100 

auerettunesane 
croak ferroad an ambulance 
appears. 

Hopper set 

when all four 

‘This game can 
mended. 

cult ts more difficu! 
Tilypads are filled. 
be highly recom: 

instructions playability apis 
Sale for money 
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Whatever image or text is displayed on your screen 
the Manta Printer can reproduce it— graphics or 
characters. Running quietly and quickly —at 
80 characters per second —the Manta 
produces 40 column width print-out in 
upper and lower case letters and 
graphics. 

Take this opportunity to upgrade your 
system — produce hard copy print-out 
of all your programs, lists, addresses 

= Manta printer is fully compatible 
with Spectrum 48K, Oric, Dragon, VIC 
ri akere 64, Aquarius and 

nae 48K, GrdBug 
Games Pack4 Chess 
Crazy Balloon Melody Chase £ 

Snafu aol Spectrum 48K Sea War 
Leopard Lord Cry Wolf Night Stalker 
Terror from the Deep Ziggarat of Dread Lock 'n’ Chase £15 
Acein the Hole bs Astrosmash £15 
orror Atoll Ghuckman Aquarius Ce ee Time £19.95 
ircane Quest ost over Bermuda 

Roundsby Incident 3D Star Wars Page sek? Cassettes Dungeons and ] ° Security Shelter frogger, Ed-on Dragons ‘ 
One-arm Bandit Othello Grid Bug Logo 

IGH — Etenders Roboball Phrogger Finform 
Fisherman Fred Eteor Torn ‘Nn’ ir Fileform £2 
ExT ‘N’ Vaders GamesPack3 Chuckman 
Penguin Terroroids Head On Efenders BBE 
Sea-battle Goblin Crusher Apollos Aliens Picnic Advent 
Cosmanoids Never Trust a Blonde bble Board One Arm Bandit venture: 
Diamond Mine c Space Attack 

| To: Add-On Electronics Ltd., Units 2, 3 and 4, Shire Hill Industrial Estate, Saffron Walden, Essex CB113AQ 
| Please rush me(qty) MANTA Printers at £99 each. Mymachineis—==—=— 
| ee cheque to the value of £____or debit my Access(_} Visacard|_) 

| Nae Signature. 
| Adress. 

Postcode. 
ELECTRONICS | ‘ciaim £100 of tree software trom the lst above: 
Add-On Electronics Ltd., | 
Units 2, 3and 4, 
Shire ill ndustrial Estate, | Tfngt enough space kindly attach list. Prices include VAT and P+ P. 
Sa Nae | Credit card holders ring (0799) 25014 (24 hours) or Telex 81653. 



SOFTWARE REV
IEWS 

If you're feelin 
zapping all those poaceiens 

here's a selection of more 

peaceful progra
ms 

you by our reviewers 

Atom Smashe
r 

BBC £6.99 

Romik, 272 Argyll Avenue 
Slough, Berks 

Romik’s policy of including a 
screen picture of the game on the 
Cassette insert is a good one. 

In this case, however, the 
picture is from the VIC-20 
Persion, from which this was 
adapted, and although the dif: 
ferences. are slight there is not 
much in either the picture or the 
game to get excited about 

The tape loaded perfectly 0 
reveal this scenario: a reactor is 
melting down and you must delay 
it, Shut down is impossible, 

‘Use your laser cannon to fire at 
fa yellow proton which revolves 
inside a central neutron. 

onda 

Every time you hit it a blue 
electron is released. These move 
quite quickly and if you hit one 
Tith your laser they speed

 up even. 
more for a short while. 

It one of them hits your laser 
you lose one of your three lives 

in play, the electrons move sO 
quickly that once eight or ten 
Spear you have little hope of 
sebiding them, There is a joystick 
“Option and nine skill levels 

Most games have standardised 
onthe useof the Z, X, sand / keys 
for movement. Why not this one? 

This program may have been 
lapped up When there was little 
sottware available, but I doubt if 
it will attract many games players 
now. iW 

instructions 908 
playability 25% 
graphics 50% 
value for money 20% 

1/63 p, 
1 Portobetig 

tested for 

Plankwalk 

32K BBC £7.9
5 

Virgin Games, 61/63 Portobello 

Road, London W11 

Reviewing Plankwalk was very 

ee neult, It isn't outstanding, NOt
 

Hit obviously poor quality. Itjust 

seems rather indifferent. 
‘The action takes place on the 

scaffolding at a building site, 

SRere Sid is being chased by & 

Winnster (the foreman?) and has 

moreap from plank to plank to 

survive, 
There are special concrets 

piecks to earn Sid points and 

blogs planks act as though they 

Tope, though strangely they are 

drawn straight 
Ty that is not enough, some 

planks are false and poor Si falls 

straight through them. Presi 

stralgity rott There are cherries 19 

ibe eaten 100. 
Controls 

Jeft and right, ju! 
“The cherries mus 
The ere monster

 can De killed BY 

waning at him very fast, Core 

rungentiy the pace of the Bame 

fan change quickly. 
mn ehre are several other (tin. 

mings, like power rowers 10 BNE 

Sid his strength back 
ai graphics are adequate OH 

nor aiculatly impressive. THe 

wot Prmonster is hard (0 se¢ St 

times. 
ne¥ n't enjoy this game though 

itis hard to define Why: 

instructions 
playability 
graphics formoney 

species of mice 
different score 

The program 

Mirrorsoft, Holborn Circus 

London ECP 1DQ 
smot 
written with exc 

oth animation at 

Spund effects and must 

Caesar the Cat has the distings?
 

Cacsarig one of the few game ( 

appeal to me. The Objee 
he cat caich some Very 

Xe ive mice and to take then? out 

through a door. 
"The action tak’ 

shelves upon whi 
takes, cheeses 
foodies. The mice ca} 

goosar is chasing them the 

Cacsatiney eat, the lower Your 

intelligence 
the crockery 

‘Overall this is @ 
es well packaged. any 

appeal to. both <I 
fardened arcade. fanatics Mi 

please, Mirrorsoft 
MW. 

Mie cat has real character, and 
rpounces well 

‘and show real 
ctually sit on 

instructions 

score. 
Also on 

crockery which, 
roe cat, lose ots of hard earned 

ints. 
4 Three different 

coloured 

playability 
graphics 

Tue for money 5 
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AG 
PROGRANMIMABLE 

PROGRAMMABLE INTERFACE 
The AGE Programmable Joystick Interface is 
aunique design offering the use of any Atari- 
compatible joystick with absolutely all soft. 
ware, whether it is cassette or ROM cart- 
ridge, with the Sinclair Spectrum or 2X81 
The hardware programmable interface re: 
quires no additional software and accurately 
replicates the keys of the computer in a 
manner which is responsive to absolutely 
ALL key reading methods, both BASIC and 
Machine Code, 
The interface does not interfere with key 
operation and can therefore be used simul- 
taneously with the keyboard. 
There is no need to remove the interface once 
fitted:as the rear extension connector will 
accommodate further expansion, ie printers 
or RAM packs etc. This important feature 
avoids excessive wear to the expansion port. 
‘The key replication principle pioneered by 
AGF means that your own programs can use 
tight “directional "joystick, movement by utlising simple Key reading BASIC. 
Two joystick sockets are provided which the fame Keys, for use with the 

jority cof two player games, Several inter: may be used on the same computer for 
multiple joystick applications. 
‘The interface is programmed by a two digit code, which is looked up on a programming hart supplied, for each directfon and iri 
button. the two numbers are then selecte 
on a pait of leads. which Appropriately numbered fee. 
Once configured this can be marked on a Quick “Reference Programming Card. for 
Storing with the game. As the programming 
isnot power dependent the interface retains 
the last configuration made and can be 
immediately used when next switched on. 

clipped onto 
3s on the inter- 

for 

or 2X81 

KEY FEATURES 
Programmable design gives TOTAL soft- 
ware support. 
Accepts Atari, Competition Pro, Wico, 
Starfighter, Quick Shot, Le Stick etc. 
Rear extension connector for all other 
add-ons. 
Free demo program and instructions. 

PLEASE ALLOW 28 DAYS FOR DELIVERY 

FROM: MR/MRS/MISS 

ectrum 

JOYSTICK ™, 
INTERFACE 

S19 
SmeE 
Resor. 
Ata 

PACKAGE CONTENTS SUPPLIED 
© Programmable Interface Module as illus trated, complete with clip-on. program ming leads. 
© Self adhesive programming chart detailin how to define which key ts simulated by UP, DOWN, LEFT, RIGHT, and FIRE, 

This can be'fixed on to the case of Your 
computer or if preferred the protective backing can be left on. The chart is made 
of a very durable reverse printed plastic nd is extremely easy to read. 

© One pack of ten Quick Reference Pro- gramming Cards for ataglance setting 
fo your games requirements. ‘The allows you to mark the configuration 
an easy to read fashion with space to 
record. the software title and company 

© Video Graffiti demonstration program 
which is written totally in BASIC to illus- 
trate how all eight directions and fire 
can be read. This is also a useful high 
resolution drawing program. 

© 12. months guarantee and full written 
instructions. 

JOYST | CKs 
CONTROLLERS 
FOR USE WITH OUR INTERFACE. 
Module _ or VIC 20, Commodore 64, 

Atari VCS, Atari 400, Atari 800 
If you require extra Joysticks for our 
original interface module mark order 

‘OLD Joysticks 
ONLY £7.54 inc VAT + P&P 

ALL ORDERS CONFIRMED 

ADDRESS 

SEND C.W.O. (NO STAMP NEEDED) TO: A.G.F. HARDWARE, DEPT, 
FREEPOST, BOGNOR REGIS, WEST SUSSEX, PO22 9BR 

arty ITEM [_!Tem price TOTAL 
PROGRAMMABLE INTERFACE 33.95 
JOYSTICK(S) 7.54 
PACK(S) QUICK REFERENCE CARDS 1.00 

ONE VIDEO GRAFFITI | FREE 
zx81 = ZX SPECTRUM Cs Please tick LFinactorar | 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME EXPORT PRICES ON APPLICATION 



ESS USL SSeS GS ee eee 
vic-20 PROGRAM 

Batter the brickwork 
and earn a mystery bonus 
two-part game of Deflexor 

packs lot into the unexpanded| D@Flexor makes full use of the the ball returns at the 
von Kae 0 knock out all but 3.5K of useable M in the ps oh oe Gh bat fr four bricks from the top of the unexpanded VIC-20. Peter to two characters wide and screen, Berrecioth explains.... vice versa There are piles at the bottom F7 game start 
which build up every time you Note: After entering part one, miss the ball. Should these reach | _ There are no side borders, so] At the start these are the | SAVE it for safety, then type your bat level the game ends. the ball can go off the side and re- | options: NEW before typing in part two. Your bat is controlled by the | appear on the other side. There SAVE that also before RUNning. 
left arrow key and function key | are five bonuses to score — you'll | FI will change the ball character 
one and is moved by a machine } have to find out how F3 will flip between rebound and How it works 
code routine located in RAM| — Apermanenthigh-scoreiskept | normal mode. If normal is part (wo 
area 680-732. A joystick is | in RAM area 319-325, so RUN | selected, the ball falls straight | | 2 check for new ball 
optional STOP/RESTORE will not reset | down. If youchoose rebound, | | 3 keep ball on screen 4 determines rebound 

546 check ball on way down 
7-8 check for brick collision 
10 return to line 2 
20-21 check ball on way up 
30-33 

Variables 
X score 
HI hi-score 
HIS hi-score string 
EE ball hold counter 
FNB(C) produces a_random 

number between 7768 and 
7789 

9 rebound angle 

tage completed” bonus 
far out’ bonus and 

t”* bonus 
warning 

80-83 “ball hold” bonus 
90-91 check piles 
95 bricks gone? 
100-101 display score 
200-203 end effect How it works 

part one af : soa a3, sr eye. iceuaeeens | | | 204-211 options js machine code and Tater Out . a 212-215 score display effect ialises it 5 2 sre a 220-221 start game 9 hi-score reset 
10-15 Deflexor display 
16 loads next part 

300-309 subroutine to initialise 
screen and variables 

310-313 store hi-score 

i) PRINT “MBOBBEE LEFTH(“00000", 7-23) -AIONTOCGD @D-1) RE eg sunnge coro 

re ome £9 32 2 POMEL +140, 2: PORES, 12067 POREI+0.2:FOxE, PO 
ToADTOOSTEP1 OREM, T FoR. 2417019361 

ihe 
ones 

2 0643.22, OTOR coguaaie NeRUntecky RORELN PME ME ere Ee gaunt 2 2A TPRSSSTIEN® 
LeoTHON.ot Pt aaguaaoNNeRDARE OND” COTO? é (Sor mo alt say BPE aw werner orm SENOS cs FOIE 2 eg orn ings Saneen iiiecak ec $0, es medi imacreuee 1 Siete rotons tavern 

Ri PETER Parte TOTmal O@@STEPSO PORES, 200 403 260 EO F0-0 1260 ed RESTORE FORTT#1TOLO:FoRTeZSeTOLS@STEP- 
9a Soe eare ET eoce a -SBeINT OLD APSeT onaorze eae 59108 GOBURRTO TEFFHBLCDHINTCRNDC1 #2297760 cO)«22 EC1 9021: SS ceraze ec 4 FORT=®22TO8OS3 POET 4 NEXT FORTH7702107767:PO 

1 Yad FORTTHOTORL FORETTOMHG. NEXT MeO TT NEXT PO FOE601060,5: POKEOOD1 120 PORERRD«0, 5 loner é-10°M1TS REQUIRED" 1F6-1ECATHOM 

comatose: NexT.-T PaiNT = eSaRDOOOH 

CORT o2 TOG POvES1O6T. vm cnBe te. 7.1) NEXT Mamet iatonse censtaa PERRIS) hteMtese ee 8 Neer ASA one) 

D Foces-2.0:FOXBL.AS 
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48K Spectrum 
Commodore 64 

Agraphic simulation of man’s ultimate endeavour! 

Stake your claim to the Top of the World in this strategic vertical adventure. Aim 
to conquer the 29,141‘ summit of the world’s highest peak ... struggle from base 
camp to base camp... survive the elements ... watch out for avalanches, thin ice 
and wayward sherpas ... r 
encounter abominable 
snowmen and cross 
bottomless crevasses! 

A game of skill, 
strategy and 
planning for those 
with a head for 
heights! 

Credit Card 
Hotline 

06286 63531 

ok 48K 
Only »” Rong SPECTRUM 
£6.50 RE . Bh. COMMODORE 64 

Canyouwrite ™ . 
gameslike this? 
If so, why not f, 
senda sample— 
we offer generous 
cash rewards! we 

Ney . 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME — EXCELLENT DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE 
WRITE OR RING JOHN SALTHOUSE 



SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Alphabet 
Games 

48K Spectrum 
£7.95 

Sinclair Research, Free Post, 
Camberley, Surrey GUIS 3BR 

Three games are included. A 
rat zapping game where the child 
must recognise the letter to fire a 
gun, thus scoring points, an 
Invaders-type game where recog- 
nition of the letter on the invader 
prevents him landing, and a game 
where the child must supply the 
missing letters in an incomplete 
alaphabet row. 

The program is very user 
friendly, even to the point of 
telling you where to locate useful 
screen routines for large alphabet 
within the listing, so that you can 
use them in your own programs, 
‘And the program is suitably error 
trapped to prevent less restrained 

Ollie Octopu: 

Storm, Winchester House, 

Dorset 

Screen drawing programs are 
becoming almost as regular a 

Whizz Quiz 7+ 

Computertutor, PO Box 3, St. 
Neots, Cambs PE19 3NW 

Another instruction program 
using a game as a carrot to 
learning. Clever Clogs welcomes 
tus to Whizz Quiz by asking the 
number of players and their 
names, 

C.C. then leads them through a 
game of Ludo, where occasion- 
ally questions are asked of the 
players prior to a turn — three 
correct result in an extra turn, 

Some of the 100 questions 
appear more often than others, 

Correct answers receive 
flashing congratulations and 
C.C. smiles, while wrong answers, 
make him’ grimace and give 
corrections. 

The computer throws dice for 

Mr. T's 
Number Games 
32K BBC £12.95 

Ebury Software, 72 Broadwick 
St, London WiV 2BP 

Colourfully packaged in a plastic 
book-style casing, the tape comes 
with full documentation. 

The first game, How Many?, 
uses nice graphics of a ladybird to 
teach five levels of sk 

fingers from running amok! 
ie graphics are super, colour- 

ful and nicely animated, and the 
program is personalised with the 
user's name. 

There is, however, one slight 
flaw in the logic. To use the 
program the child has to read the 
screen... and if they can read the 
sereen they must be able to 
recognise letters. .. so they don’t 
need the program. 

For a child without these skills, 
adult assistance and discussion 

sre required. This, of course, in 
itself is a valuable educational 
experience. Provided you remain 
patient! DM. 
instructions 100% 
ease of use 100% 
display 85% 
value for money 70% 

feature of a software house's 
catalogue as space gam 

Sketchpad isa little unusual in t 
at children and meant for them t0 
use. 

but this 
tis aimed 

This would be great if the pro- 
gram was, indeed, easy to use but 

Wootton Grove, Sherborne, jt isn't ‘As an example of its 
deficiencies there is no way to 
move the ‘paintbrush’ (cursor) 
from one position to another 
without changing to background 

‘each turn — highest throw being 
36 — and then suggests which 
‘counter may be moved. 

For the age group aimed at, the 
program will be addictive as they 
watch their four chips chasing 
others around the board and 
hoping for the fanfare as each 
reach ‘home’, 
The final accolade is a 

repeatedly flashing name as Whiz Winner. 
Press p for Play appeared at the 

end, allowing parents to alter the 
questions. Instructions through- 
Out were reasonable, but only 
parents with time will find. this 
program useful, TW. 
instructions 85% 
ease of use 90% 
display 80% 
value for money 80% 
xk k ok *& 

Numbers 1 10 5; Numbers 6 to 9; 
Counting Ladybird; Number 
Match; Ladybird Game. 

There is a gradual develop- 
ment, so that in a further 
variation of the game the number 
keys are used. 
‘nthe second side of the tapeis 

the Elephant Game which can be 
played singly, with an adult, or 
between two children. 

This involves feeding and 
watering an elephant, beautifully 
drawn, by pressing one of two 

In a class of 
their own 

At its best, educational 
software can turn your micro 
into a versatile teacher with 
limitless time and patience. 

How do these programs match 
up? Our reviewers tell you 

what they think 

colour so that it doesn’t leave a 
trail. 

This means of course that it 
leaves a trail over the foreground 
unless you change to that colour 
at the appropriate moment. 

‘and easy to use, 
There is a screen save facility 

(taking four and a half minutes) if 
‘anyone should want to use it, but 
no screen dumping command, 

There are other omissions. No pic 
abstract or non-regular area fill " facility; only circles, squares and instructions oN 
triangles are possible. =e 50%. 

The enlarge and contract Yale for money 30% 
facility is well done, with good 
*rubber-banding’ on screen. The 
colour change system is also neat 

snake — but there are 39 still 

s t the s sum ‘Scru
nch thes 

squitedi che bug 
DS °F, quitedifficultto gett

 
i e 10 gel 

Koneman throu tte epi e
an 

Longman Software, Loni Sdn oe po 

House, Burnt Mill, Har 
ee 

eel 

ne other little moat 
dist ‘umbers are shown with & tireless 

raison receding the digit, €.8: 09, trols the The, player Those mission is 10 hose eto pr ed itn 
Mito te corridors of an under: This ight be a Mile off-putting 

maze in sear toachild. ve 
ground. To a series of computer Microbe can ge aust Ot 

fed questions. times before ett 
ots iscontnually hese yououtwital thesnakes You g 

sro pet ent whose appeite 0. NeSuper acaphies and soug 
(i ‘knowsno bounds. THE — erfects, | can't Be CB. Sone aliegy et Siantesnone {rom easy additic / 98% 
Fanging Fy. quite IITEUI iryctions pd 
division, ead 100% . ft 
namthe value for money 
the way oft the sum dis~ 
under the answer 10 thr Oh the 

‘Moving up throug! ed. he 

children up to about seven years in respo ber 
keys in response to a number on 14, but many older children were 

Decisions have to be made and fascinated by the graphics and 
the gamecan be won, by filling up simplicity of operation. ‘The only 

‘on one of the ingredients, or lost, problem is the price. MP. 

by running out. ss j 
‘A further feature is the Parent instructions 100% 

‘Screen. On all games you can playability 100! 
make it harder, choose to adjudi ‘graphics 95% 

cate or ‘let Mr. T Decide’, switch value for money 80% 

the sound on and off, and adjust 
the contrast on a black and white 
set. 

The program is aimed at 
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The chart-hitting And now- 

Mad Martha a Mad Martha ll 

HE ron sax spectrum ONLY £6.95. posrs packing soo rf 
‘Agame oinveetin..tunny genuinely. Marvelous adventure rely dot 

frirel andthe rsohleserepreat =” areeshing change rom sore of ine Fallot lor sceps mpl comments oon ety np Engsh 
‘begin, the Spectrum doomladen programs encountered ‘te Wit, ntetigent replies to commands Sill evel select for beginners 

layeeree!Holywooc-tye movie nowadeys.. a game where you won? ; 
{heme tune, and the hunts on sage without sovin ‘& Every location inal sree, high-res, colar rapes 
Personal Computer News te Three exciting arcade- type games as an integral part of the adventure 

te Full help tacility and save game command 

Avital rom reta outs or direct rom: 
MIKRO-GEN, 1 Devonshire Cottages, London Rd, Bracknell AG12 27 _ IIB OR PHONE YOUR ACCESS/VISA NUMBER: (0344) 27317 (9am-Bpm) 4@iI|| 

ae PRESENTS 
A CHRISTMAS SELECTION FOR SLEUTHS, SCREWBALLS, 

SLIMY WORMS OR SCHOLARS 

EASTWOOD MANOR SCREWEAL 
FOR USE WITH A BBC MICRO MODEL B FOR USE WITH ANY ZX SPECTRUM 

FOR USE WITH A 48K ZX SPECTRUM FOR USE WITH A BBC MICRO MODEL B 

ANY OF THESE £ 5 ‘s 9 5 INCLUDING P & P VAT 
GAMES FOR JUST AND A LIFETIME GUARANTEE 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME TEL (0438) 726155 

PROGRAMMERS! IF YOU HAVE MARKETABLE PROGRAMS WE SHOULD BE TALKING TO EACH OTHER 

TO POLARSOFT LTD PLEASE SUPPLY 
ENTERPRISE HOUSE I ENCLOSE CHEQUE/PO FOR 

ELDER WAY NAME 

STEVENAGE ADDRESS 
HERTS SG1 1TL = 
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LETTERS 
In praise of 

Things 
Your reviewer can’t have 
spent much time on the 
excellent program Halls of 
the Things. 1 find it very 
addictive, and having ob- 
tained all seven rings and the 
key on several occasions 1 
can’t understand why B.B. 
couldn't even find one ring. 
He/she obviously couldn't 
have tried very hard. 

Incidentally, my score on 
Halls of the Things is 1 
Paula Wollerson, Ruislip, 
Middlesex 
Our reviewer commented: 
“1 obviously can't spend 
weeks on each program I 
review, but I did spend quite 
@ while on Halls of the 
Things, and also showed it 
toa couple of friends whose 
reactions were the same as 
‘mine. However, in the end it 
all boils down (0 a question 
of individual taste.” 

aca aes) 
Go for the 
Personal 
touch 

Your reader who complains 
about computer dealers not 
giving demonstrations and 
good advice has obviously 
not visited the Multi 
coloured Micro Shop in 
Cleveland. 

There he will find staff 
who are only too pleased to 
demonstrate both com 
puters and software. In- 
deed, they positively prefer 
customers to try goods out 
before they buy. This, I 
think, is an excellent 
appro 

‘Another advantage, of 
course, is that customers 
know that the cassette or 
cartridge has loaded on to 
the shop’s computer, and so 
should do the same when 
they've got it home. 

The MMS has a wide 
range of software and 
accessories, but if they 
haven't got what you want, 
the proprietor Mr Buxton 
will go out of his way to try 
and get it for you. 

How different from the 
giant High Street chains, 
who seem to only be inter- 
ested in offloading their 
huge stocks on to the public, 
and don't seem tocare about 
back-up service once you've 
bought your computer. 

My advice to Mr Willett is 
to go for the personal touch 
— or move to the north east 
of England. 
Kenneth Rowley, Guis- 
borough, Cleveland 

Ihave just noticed that there 
are a few errors in the listing 
of my Oric program Danger 
Island, which you printed in 
HCW 38. 

Send your letter to Letters, 
Home Computing Weekly, No.1 
Golden Square, London W1R 

3AB. Don't forget to name your 
computer — the best letter 

could win £5-worth of 
software. Got a problem with 

your micro? We'll soon be 
starting a queries page, so send 

your technical questions to 
Queries at the above address 

The errors were caused by 
a bug in the Oric’s LIST 
command, which causes 
random squiggles to be 
printed in the listing. 

The method stated in the 
article should stop this 
happening, but obviously it 
doesn’t work all the time! 

Here’s alist of the errors 1 
have found; 
85 word should 

“stron, 
312 should start IFBS 

“E"AND 
378 should start IF CS 

“DOW 
10190 should read DATABy 

‘a pawnbroker's shop,0, 
19,0,0 

13020 should start E% =0: 
FORH = 1TO19: 

Steve W. Lucas, Cheadle 
Hume, Chest 

read 

eading B. E, Smith's 
few weeks ago, | 

scorned his allegations that 
us ZX81 owners are made to 
feel like freaks. But when 
my ZX81 refused to work, | 
found out how true his 
words were. 
Ireturned the computer to 

Greens, where I had bought 
it three months before. 1 
handed it over to the com: 
puter salesman, who handed 
it straigt back, telling me he 
would order’ a new one 
which should be in within 
the next week. 

Two weeks iater there was 
still no sign of it, so 1 went 
back to complain. The same 
salesman said he would re- 
order the ZX81, which 
should arrive within the next 
week. 

A week passed. Still no 
ZX81. I went back again and 
was told, by the same man 
“That's one problem 
machine. Quite honestly 1 
can’t be bothered, and 
seems neither can the} 
meaning the main ordering 
centre, 

I asked for my money 
back, andhe first offeredme 
an Aquarius, which I re- 
fused. 

He then said I could have 
my money back, as long as I 
brought in the receipt. 1 
couldn't find the receipt, but 

1 could prove through my 
bank statement that 1 
bought the computer from 
Greens. 1 told the salesman 
this, but he wouldn’t accept 
it — he would only say he 
would reorder the 
computer. 

‘On asking him when I was 
likely to receive the ZX81, 
he replied that he didn’t 
know. What can I do now? 
Martin Eckstein, Bexhill- 

a, East Sussex 

Mr Knight, buying and 
marketing ‘manager for 
home computers at Greens, 
said: At Greens, our polic) 
is that whatever the 
customer wants, we will do. 
Provided Mr Eckstein has 
some proof of purchase, he 
is welcome 10 a refund, an 
exchange credit note, orare- 
placement, and I'll be con- 
‘acting him personally 0 
sort this out. 
“Weave had some prob- 

lems. with home computer 
repairs because a couple of 
weeks ago, our warehouse 
‘burnt down, and with it the 
service department and 
records, plus a lot of home 
computers. This headache 
was aggravated by the fact 
that Sinclair no longer’ has 
repair facilities for the 
2X81. 

“We're discontinuing the 
ZX81 soon, but we will hold 
small stocks in reserve so 
that we can replace 
machines that go wrong 

“Normally our staff gets 
@ lot of training in selling 
computers — the primary 
computer sales staff have 
both on and off the job 
specialist training. Bui at 
this time of year, it's inevit- 
able that temporary. staff 
‘have to be brought in,” 

Give us more 
education! 

Would it be possible to 
feature more on educational 
developments? I'm sure that 
a lot of your readers are 
Parents, teachers 
children ‘who would 
more inform: 
tional softwai 

Thave recently with some 
other teachers started a 
company producing educa- 
tional maths programs, and 
I'm sure there must be other 
groups of teachers doing the 

ng. 
ton, Jive Software, 

Wheathampstead, Herts 
We are currently aiming to 
carry a page of educational 
software reviews a week, 
which is as far as we know 
‘more than any of the other 
general-interest computer 
‘magazines, and we are 
always glad to receive educa: 
tional programs for review: 
We're also on the lookout 
for educational listings — so 
get programming, all you 
teachers 
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SPECTRUM GAMES 
SPECTRUM DARTS (48K) 
Five games of darts for 1-5 players, 501, Cricket, Killer, 
Round the board, Noughts and Crosses, four levels of play 
per game, take on the computer or friends at these games of 
skill and judgement 

WHE£LER DEALER 
As for the Commodore 64, but now available for thes aes 
Spectrum, Texas T199/4A. ‘and Dragon 

VIC-20 
GAMES AND UTILITIES 
JACKPOT 
This is it, the ultimate Fruit Machine for the VIC with 
nudge, hold and respin 100% machine code. “Overall 
Jackpot is a beautifully written simulation giving superb 
graphics, animation and use of colour. In fact, this pro- 
gram makes Commodore’s Fruit Machine cartridge look 
unbelievably cheap and nasty.” Home Computing Weekly 
No. 20 19/7/83. < . £5.50 

KWAZY KWAKS 

Accuracy and speed are required for this Shooting Gallery, 
superb use of colour and graphics in this new and challeng- 
ing game from the author of Jackpot. 100% machine code, 
joystick or keyboard control 

PACMANIA 

Choose your own game from the following options — dif- 
ficulty 1-3 speed 1-3, size of maze 1-3, visible or invisible 
maze, still or moving power pills, define your own key con- 
trols, any combination, if this is your type of game, then 
this is the one for you, for the 3K expand VIC. 

BUGSY (Joystick Only) 

This is a Minefield with a difference as you step on the 
stones whilst collecting purple boxes which give your both 
time and points, they disappear from beneath your feet. 
DO NOT DESPAIR! “BUGSY” will randomly replace 
the stones but avoid bumping into him or its sudden death! 
An original compulsive and challenging game 

MINI-ROULETTE — PONTOON — HI-LOW 

Three great games of chance for the VIC, try to beat the 
computer, hours of fun, full colour, sound effects and 
tunes .. 

SUPER BANK MANAGER — A full feature version any 
memory size, but needs 3K expansion £7.50 

COMMODORE 64 
GAMES AND UTILITIES 
JACKPOT 64 
Atlast its here, specially written for the 64, by the author 
of “JACKPOT” the ultimate Fruit Machine program for 

£5.50 
(available from Ist Nov) 
WESTMINSTER 
A game for up to four players, can you lead the party of 
your choice and win the general election, you tour the 60 
constituencies (seats) buying votes, when you can, (just 
like the real thing), this must be one of the first board type 
games specially written for the computer. Why play on 
your own, have fun with your family and friends playing 
WESTMINSTER 
RED ALERT 

A game for 1-4 players, with sound and graphics. Make 
money in casinos, commit robbery, hide from the police, 
hire secret agents, (some of whom can be treacherous), 
negotiate for weapons, find and attack the secret rocket 
base to launch the missile, and watch the havoc and 
destruction caused. There’s no fara back from 
“RED ALERT" . sae sve ere 2} 

WHEELER DEALER 

‘A game for two to twenty players, become a tycoon of the 
motor trade, you must obtain gearboxes, tyres and engines 
to produce cars for sale. Form syndicates, buy and. ex- 
change parts, buy dealerships, but be careful, you may 
become bankrupt and have to liquidate, find out what you 
are made of, have you got what it takes to become a 
WHEELER DEALER. £5.50 

LUNAR RESCUE 
Our new version, avoid the asteroid belt, to rescue the 
stranded scientists, then fight your way back to the mother 
ship, fast reactions are required to safely land and dock 
your lunar module. £5.50 
PURCHASE LEDGER 
Easy to use, single entry, handles 400 invoices per month, 
Gross/Nett purchases, V.A. ‘ £14.50 
Disk Version * -£17.00 
{available from Ist Nov) 

SALES LEDGER — As Above . £14.50 
Disk Version £17.00 
CHIPMON — Contains a one- or two- pass Assember, 
Disassembler and Monitor. A programming aid for the 
development of machine code programs and routines on 
the CBM 64 

Now available on disc with added facilities. -£10.00 

Full documentation with all utility programs. 

Other software available for the VIC and Commodore 64, 
send for free brochure, including RABBIT SOFTWARE 
at £5.50 each. Send Cheques/PO’s to: 

MR CHIP SOFTWARE 
Dept HCW, 1 EVILLE PLACE, LLANDUDNO, GWYNEDD LL30 3BL. 

Tel: 0492 49747 
Wanted: High quality software, of all types, for export and UK distribution. 

‘All programs now av: ible on disc please allow £2.50 extra. 
DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 



SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

just an advent 

Preteens 

£5.95 

Virgin Games, 61 Portobello 
Road, London Wil 

In this adventure game you are a 
robber who has to find a castle 
‘dungeon vault to steal the ‘untold 
riches’ kept in a safe there. 

It has three screen displays. In 

rom 
£9.99 

Phoenix, Spangles House, 116 
March Road, Pinner, Middlesex 
The package comes with two 
tapes, one for the action game, 
and the other for the adventure 
‘game, which is a ‘follow on’. 

In order to get into the ad- 
venture game you have to 
complete certain tasks in the 
action game, solve the clues, and 
come up with a code. 

Taking the action game first, 
the scenario is the wild West, and 
you have'to collect the mail and 
deliver all four sacks of it to 
Dodge City. 

Every other time you manage 
to do this, there is a message 
waiting for you. These messages 
are all clues to help you with the 
adventure game. 

Mad Martha I 
48K Spectrum 

£6.95 

Mikro-Gen, 1 Devonshire 
Cottages, London Road, Brack- 
nell, Berks RGI2 2TQ 

This game is a mixture. Its atext 
adventure game with pictures, 
plus three action games, along the 
way. 

are a little of 
combination work well or are 
they, as one reviewer said, 

neither one thing nor t’other? 
Read on... 

The best of 
both 

worlds? 

Not just an arcade game, not 
St these games 

h. Does the 

the first you have to guide a little 
man to pick up three objects 
without being killed by a moving 
torch beam. 

The second screen shows a row 
of circles meant to look like a 
bridge. The circles disappear 
randomly so it is difficult to cross 
the bridge without falling 
through, Three splats and you are 
back to the beginni 

If you make it, the following 
screen represents’ flooded caves 
and catacombs, inhabited by 

While collecting the mail, you 
have to fight off the ‘baddies’ in 
the shape of Indians, Mexican 
bandits, and common or garden 
outlaws. 

In the adventure game you are 
accused of a murder, and you 
have {0 get your own way out of, 
it, This consists of making a 
choice from options offered you. 
Some of the responses are 
‘obviously a random selection. 

‘As you go along the adventure, 
many of the locations are depi 
ted at the top of the screen as full 
colour scenes. 
‘The graphics in the action game 

are a bit chunky, and the game is, 
‘not what I would call addictive 

instructions 50% 
playability 75% 
graphics 80% 
Value for money 60% 

“The first of these three eames is 
a bullfight. You are in a bullring 
and have to jump over the bull as 
it charges. 

“The second gameisin arestaur- 
ant — youhaveto make your way 
through the customers as they 
float up the screen. 

“The last sa kind of maze game. 
In this you have to steer a dis- 
embodied head through a maze 
against the clock. 

‘Although the action is fairly 
smooth, the graphics are nothing 

Transylvanian s Unfortunately the best 
‘ower traditions of 3D mazes are not 

continued here and you only get 
Dragon £6.50 oo see the possible exits for each 

room as you come to it, 
If you get above the dungeon 

level then the bats are after you 
and only by shooting them can 
you obtaina floor plan (they carry. 
one each, very handy!). 

There are also weapons 
maze for you to gather — 
the adventure-type play. 

This is obviously an innovative 
idea, but it seems to me that this 
program could easily get boring 

Richard Shepherd, 23-35 Elm- 
shott Lane, Sippenham, Slough 

This program is one of the new 
breed of game hybrids, a fusion of 
two strains which tries to interest 
two or more types of enthusiast at 
one and the same time. 

It is a cross between an ad- 
Yenture, a maze game and 
shooting game and involves skills 
developed by each. after a while, .C. 

The aim is to meet Count 
Kreepie and to kill him, thereby instructions 90% 
gaining amap to help you seek his, 
lost treasure — which unfortun- 
ately is still guarded by Vampire 
Bats. 

The only way to do this is to 
|. walk through the rooms of the 
tower, which are shown on the 
sereen in 3D. 

60% 
80% 
70% 

deadly fish, birds, and oddly, 
gigantic bouncing balls, all after 
your blood. 

If you escape these, a path 
appears occasionally for you to 
find your way to the treasure. If 
you take too long on this, a time 
lock operates and seals you in the 
vault forever. 

My copy was difficult to load, 
requiring very high output levels 
‘on the tape player. The instruct 

fons gave the wrong movement 
keys, though the correct ones are 
given on screen, 

Not much impressed with this 
program. H.C, 
instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

40% 
40% 
30% 
30% 

i utterly unrealist
ic. 

completiyes cach se ferent Abyss 

ask Spectru 
a 

. FAA none eh 8 ects YOU 
& tener ae se 

vi lor idly that even tf 

CS, 14 Langton Way, London T3000 inthe West coull =v 

Saas 

make it. 
ede 

and my 

seastind mo [Oba Sau
ce 

any 
all 8oF wasyetween the these 

fficulty. 

Faden gorge in the Mountain o} 

aiden on, where YourUst monsters 
deny se a number of diamonds 
__Nmonster places’, connected Di 

You move to the finish By cursor 

Reaching a diamond produces 

monster — which turns out to De 
Monet some Kind: MeMOCSE ony 

atest Gsplayed foreight seconds instante 

letters ire word shown for a playable 

of a mond mental arithmetic, BADE ney 
mes. v 

ij a number of mini-gat 
amd interesting idea, But OLN 
Ww e you 
advent gine times allowed fOr 

restaurant. 
I found the game rather slow, 

especially the response to your 
typed in command. As my. old 

the beginning you areasked grandad used to say, it “was 
for ton name (on default, your _Beither one thing nor t se 
name becomes Henry). Next you .B. 
are asked to input your skill evel, 

to write home about. Before you 
get to play the games though, you 
hhave to make your way through 
the adventure game. 

it i 80% from 1to 3, which determines the instructions 
a3 you have to complete the Dele ity Cons 

game. The display consists of  staphics 
value for money 75% 

either a rough sketch of your 
Tocation, for example a cross- 
roads, or maybe the bullring or 
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is a simple but often infuri- 
ating game written for the BBC 
micro, using only Teletext 
graphics and colours, 

The object is simply to make a 
grid of 16 squares all one colour. 
Each square in the grid is initially 
set to one of two colours at 
random and the player must then 
move around the grid one square 
at atime, using four control keys: 
U,D,RL 

Each time the player moves 
‘onto a square it changes to the 
alternate colour. The only 
restriction is that you can’t move 
back to the square you just left. 

Sounds easy? It can be — but 
just try ita few times, 

‘The game is written in BASIC 
for the BBC micro and-should 
run happily on either Model A or 
B. It may not run quite so readily 
though on machines with the 0.1 

ing system, 
ne was developed using 

a colour monitor so some of the 
colours may need altering to 
show up satisfactorily on a 

it's so 
furiously 
simple 

Invert sounds an easy game to 
play — but wait until you try. 
John Waterhouse wrote it for 
the BBC micro, model A or B 

monochrome TV or monitor. 

10 MODE? | 
YDUZS, 1,08 

28, pin HERE Ca) sner 
40 L=orH=e 
Se #Fx11,0 
4 PROCintro 
Je pROciNit 
8@ PROCScore 
90 REPEAT 
100 PROCSelectmove 
110 PROCchange 
420 PROCcheck 
450 PROCscore 
$40 UNTIL E>t 
15@ PROCend 
460 GOTO7? 
7@ END 

19@ CLS 
200 HERE (1) =722HERE (2 

1-1 TO? 97620 FOR 
eo NTTAB(O, I 230 PRI 

ce 

wy 

se HenchRe 
tescemaercrieasCHREGS Seo enyaai X= 

S7e onorze=" 
Soe ENDPROS 
$e per PRocerint 
S30 por Tmt TO § 
40 Tr poset ‘ 

oF 
e (4) ,S04,4) 

20 
210 ENVELO

PE! , 6, 12650
12 

9 
YCHRSIS4 

yai5 possi ELSE PO" 

76+CHRE11+CHROES+CH
RS? 0+CHRSE: 

aa vi2¥2 X20 
“Ee 

2692 HERE (3) #821 
HERE (426 

45,0, 0, 1265090922698 

=150 145 ELSE © oc 

5) /5)20 

2+ CHRS 

220 

How it works 
10-170 set up screen, DIMension 

arrays, call PROCedures 
180-380 PROCinit sets up initial 

conditions for game and 
prints grid using PROCprint 
Line 200 contains ASCII 
codes to print HERE to 
identity current square 

220-250 print control codes for 
separated graphics down left 
hand side of screen and then 
redefine screen 

260-340 randomly select one of 
two colours and print grid 
Variables x and y are co: 
ordinates of upper left hand 
corners of squares. Array 
SQ{, ) stores colour values of 
squares 

390-450 PROCprint prints one 
square and if it is current 
position (pos =1) prints 
HERE within the square 

460-590 PROCselect. move 
prompts player to move by 
printing MS (defined at line 
350), checks move is valid and 
updates move-to co-ordinates 
(X.Y), current position co: 
ordinates (X1.Y1) and last 
position rdinates 
(Y2,¥2). If move is invalid 
scoreis incremented (attempts 
to move off the grid are 
ignored) and player is warned 

600-690 PROCscore prints cur 
rent score (number of moves) 
S, Low score L., Score for last 
game H, and direction of last 
move ZS 

700-770 PROCcheck totals 
values held in array SQ(, ) 
untilall squares are one colour 
and sets flag E to 3, if this is 
true 

790-890 PROCchange re-prints 
old square in same colour but 
without HERE and prints new 
square in alternate colour by 
providing co-ordinates x,y for 
PROCprint and setting colour 
C. Stores new colour to array 
SQ.) 

900-990 PROCinst gives brief 
instructions for playing the 
game and shows movement 
keys 

1000-1100 PROCend displays 
suitable prompts at end of 
game 

1110-1380 PROCintro produces 
a multicolour title using Tele- 
text graphic characters. Data 
is read from statements at line 
1390 onwards and printed 
directly to the screen. The 
second FOR. . . NEXT loop is 
used to invert colours of the 
first image. The *FX com- 
mand at line 1340 is used to 
ensure that the caps lock is on 
before using GET 
The main body of the game is 

contained within a REPEAT 
UNTIL loop between lines 90 and 

T)sHERE(T) ELSE hy 140. Line 20 turns off the cursor 
and line SOturns off the keyboard 
auto-repeat. 
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420 
430 
440 
450 
460 
470 
480 
490 

PRINTTAB(x, +I) 5 
VDUC, 255, 255, here (1), 255,255 NEXT 

ENDPROC 
DEF PROCselectmove PRINTTAB(6,25) “Which direction ";M$; *FX202, 32 
G=GET 

S00 IF EC>1 THEN x2=x1:Y2=Vi:X1=X:Viay S10 IF G<>8S AND G<>68 AND G<>76 AND G<>E2 AND 6<>81 THEN 480 
520 IF Ge@S THEN Y=y-1:7: Y=1:E=1:G0TO48e 
S3@ IF Ge6e THEN Y=y+1:Z8="DOWN Y=4:E=1:G0T0480 
540 IF G=76 THEN X=X-1:78: X=11E=11:G0T0480 
SS@ IF GeG2 THEN X=X+1:Z8="RIGHT":IF X>4 THEN X=4rE=11G0T0480 
560 IF GeG1 E=2:PROCend:GOTO7e 

UP "SIF Y<¢1 THEN 

“tIF Y>4 THEN 
LEFT “sIF X<1 THEN 

Rs 
100, 6:E=1: X=X1: VeVi S=S+1:PROCscor e: GOTO480 

580 E=0:S=S+1 
'59@ ENDPROC 
600 DEF PROCscore 7 
610 PRINTTAB(S@, 2) CHRS151; “MOVES: 
620 PRINTTAB (32, 4) CHRS1315 x 
630 PRINTTAB (28, 7) CHRS152} "LAST GAME 
640 PRINTTAB(S2, 9) CHRS1325 . 
650 PRINTTAB(28, 12)CHRS1333 "LOW SCORE’ 
60 PRINTTAB(32, 14) CHR®1S35L . 
67@ PRINTTAB (28, 17) CHRS1305 "LAST MOVE: 
680 PRINTTAB (SO, 19) CHRS1305 2% 
69@ ENDPROC 
7@0 DEF PROCcheck 
71@ tots 
720 FORI=1 TO 4 
730 FOR J=1 TO 4 
740 tot=tot+S0(1,J) 

790 DEF PROCchange 
800 x=X186-31 y=VI4S-5 
@1@ C=SQ(x1,Y1):pos=@ 
820 PROCprint e 
B30 x=Xe6-31 yaYaS-! 
g40 IF SQ(X,¥)=15@ THEN C=145 ELSE C=150 
850 pos=1 
860 SO(K, ¥)=C 
87@ SOUND1,-10,4,4 

900 DEF PROCinst 
910 CLS . 
92@ PRINTTAB(4,2)"The object o° the game is to 

930 PRINTTAB(4) "make all sixteen squares the"’ 
"same colour"* 

940 PRINTTAB(4) "You must do th’ 
107M Soanible nunber of noves" 
i: iia back to the"! position previously occ 

tptes™ 
95@ PRINT?" Move using these keys z. 
96@ PRINTTAB(12)"U ~ up"? TAB(12)"D — down"’ TAB 

(12)4L = left"? TAB(12)"R — right"’TAB(12)"@ - qu 
it" 

PRINT? *CHRS1293 * 
G=GET:IF G<>32 THEN 980 
ENDPROC 
DEF PROCend 
cus 

PRESS SPACE BAR" 

1000 
1010 
1020 IF E=2 THEN 1080 
1030 PRINTTAB(6, 4)CHR®1335 "YOU SUCCEDED IN"sCHR $1303.53 CHRS133; "MOVES" 
1040 H=S 
105@ IF L=@ THEN L=5 
1060 IF S<L THEN L=S ELSE 1080 * 1070 PRINTTAB(S,6)CHRS1315 "YOURS IS THE NEW LOW SCORE" 
1080 PRINTTAB(2, 16)CHR$129; "PRESS SPACE BAR FOR ANOTHER GAME" 
1090 G=GET: IF _G¢>32 THEN CLS:FOR I=1 TO 200:PRI NTTAB (RND (39) , RND (25) ) CHR (RND (7) +128) § "END" § :NE XT#CLS:END 
110@ ENDPROC 
1110 DEF PROCintro 
1120 CLS 
1130 FOR I=4 To 9 
114 FOR J=1 TO 37 
115@ READ char 
116@  PRINTTAB(S, 1) CHRS (char) 
117@ NEXT 
1180 NEXT 
119@ RESTORE 
1200 FOR I=11 TO 16 
121@ FOR J=1 TO 37 
122@ READ char 
1230 IF J=1 AND I=11 char=149 
1240 IF J@1 AND I=12 char=148 
125@ IF Je AND I=13 char=i50 
1260 IF J=1 AND I=14 char=146 
1270 IF J=1 AND I=15 char=147 
1280 IF J=1 AND I=16 char=145 
1290 PRINTTAB(S, I) CHRS (char) 
1300 NEXT 
1310 NEXT 
1320 PRINTTAB(S,22)"DO YOU WANT INSTRUCTIONS" 1330 PRINTTAB(7) "Press Y-yes or N-n 
1340 #Fx202,32 
1350 G=GET 
1360 IF G<>89 AND G<>78 THEN 1340 
1370 IF G=89 THEN PROCinst 
1380 ENDPROC 
1390 DATA 145,255, 32, 32, 255,52, 32,32, 255, 32,32, 239, 48, 32, 224, 63,32, 32 
1400 DATA 255, 47, 47,47, 47,32, 32,255, 47,47, 47,25 

5, 32,32, 47, 47,255, 47,47 
141@ DATA 147,255, 32,32, 255,239, 48, 32, 255, 32,32 

1106, 53,32, 106,53, 32, 32 
1420 DATA 255, 32, 32,32, 32,32, 32,255, 32,32, 32,25 

5,32, 32,32, 32, 255, 32, 32 
1430 DATA 146, 255, 32,32, 255,42, 117,32, 255, 32,32 +34, 255, 32, 255, 33, 32,32 
1440 DATA 255, 124, 124,32, 32,32, 32,255, 124, 124,1 24, 255, 32, 32,32, 32,255, 32, 32, 
1450 DATA 150, 255, 32,32, 255,32, 239, 48, 255, 32,32 

+32, 239, 112, 63, 32, 32,32 
146@ DATA 255, 32, 32, 32,32, 32, 32, 255,32, 235,52,3 

2,32, 32,32, 32, 255, 32,32 
1470 DATA 148, 255,32, 32, 255, 32, 32, 125, 255, 32, 32 

+32, 106, 255, 53, 32, 32, 52 
1480 DATA 255, 32,32, 32, 32,32, 32, 255, 32,34, 125,3 

2, 32, 32, 32, 32, 255, 32, 32 
149@ DATA 149, 255, 32,32, 255,32, 32, 170, 255, 32, 32 +32, 32, 255, 32, 32,32, 32 
1500 DATA 255, 124,124, 124, 124,32, 32,55, 32, 32,1 70, 117,32, 32,32, 32, 255, 32, 32 

| ee —— | 
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Tape Copier 
Spectrum 

£4.50 
Lerm Software, 16 Stonepit 
Drive, Cottingham, Market 
Harborough, Leics 
1 cannot believe that anyone 
would be naive enough to believe 
that a tape copier such as this is 
produced just to make back up 
‘copies of your own tapes. 

However, just to make sure 
that you don’t infringe any copy 
right laws, Lerm does remind you 
that itis illegal to make copies of 
‘commercial tapes. 

30, bearing that in mind, if you 
do need a tape copier, this is 
probably as good as any 

There are two programs on 
each side, One program is called 
simply Tape Copier, and the other 
is called Minitape. 

My version came complete with 

Monitor and 
Disassembler 
Spectrum 

£12.95 

Sinclair Research, Freepost 
Camberley, Surrey GUIS 3BR 

This is the companion to the Zeus 
Assembler that I reviewed a short 

Toad Graphics 
TI-99/4A £6.95 

Timeless Softwar 
Fauldhouse, West 

3 Bridgend, 
Lothian 

This program is designed to give 
the computer novice an under 
standing of computers and the 
principles of programming them, 

When the program is run, the 
Toad is displayed near the centfe 
of the screen and the set of 
standard “tiles” is displayed at 
the bottom, The tiles are simply 
pre-defined characters which 
nclude, among other things, 

various faces and shapes. 
Using simple commands 

Toad can be made to n 
For ini 

if FO 2istyped into thecomputer, 
the Toad will move forward two v 
squares. Similarly, if BA 2 is 
typed, the Toad will move 
backward two squares. 

Melbourne House, Glebe House, 
Station Road, Cheddington, Beds 

‘Anyone learning Forth needs to 
practice, and many beginners will 
buy this program. 

The 28-page instructions 
assume prior knowledge and 
initially are mainly_incompre 

be interesting to the more ex 
perienced programmer who 
would like a change from pro: 
gramming in BASIC 

ease of use 
display 

xk kk kok 

four A4ssize sheets of information 
and instructions about both pro: 
grams. I found it easy to use, and 
it worked every time on my own 
programs. 

Lerm claims that this tape will 
copy any other tape, except those 
produced by Lerm itself. I have 
no doubt that the software houses 
will do their best to disprove that 
claim, 

Lalsohaveno doubt that people 
will continue to produce tapes 
similar to this one, and that 
people will continue to buy them. 
What use they put them to is a 
matter of conscience, BB. 

instructions 
easeis use 
display 
value for money 

kkk kk 

while ago. Only those who use 
machine code, or assembler will 
find this of interest, 

But having said that, if you are 
interested in taking up either, then 
perhaps this may help you. 

I say that because the dis 
assembler will convert the data 
held in any address into standard 
Z80 mnemonics in avery readable 
form 

The command P will display 

The Toad can be turned by 
using LT for leftand RT for right 

Tiles can be dropped around 
the screen, and the Toad can leave 
footprints" of tiles 
You can re-define your own 

characters by drawing them on an 
eight by eight grid on the screen, 

There are many different com 
mands that can be used which 
instruct the Toad to complete 
various tasks, 

As well as giving beginners an 
introduction to computer pro: 
gramming, Toad Graphics should 

J. 
instructions 1008 

100% 
100% 
95% alue for money 

hensible, not helped by several 
omissions and misprints. 

But if you absorb the bits which 
describe the difference in use of 
‘computers, i.e. different methods 
for getting the E-Mode Red 
symbols, and restrain yourself 
from jumping eagerly to the 
special Abersoft graphic com. 
mands, things eventually become 
clearer 

This is an implementation of 
Fig-Forth, with disc simulation in 
RAM plus special extensions 
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data in hexadecimal form from a 
specified address, and the com 
mand D will show that data 
disassembled, 

For the ‘initiated’, registers can 
be assigned using A. and the con: 
tents of all the CPU registers are 
displayed using R. 

Substitution of byte XY with 
byte YX within a block is 
possible, as is setting a block of 
bytes to zero, If you copy a block 
of bytes from one location to 
another then verification of the 

ig Industri Dragon Data, Kenfig Indust 
Estate, Margam, 

tors files, Book 
ther is full 
ssembler a 
= The editor has facilities 

creating new 1X 
pears oelietc co 
sea re 13 cursor oF 

contol commands and 25, 
gontfgng commands which 
faniy reasonal 

‘Many of the more subtle 

covering sound, colour, graphics, 
printer and keyboard commands. 

Sound is much more varied 
than possible with BASIC and 
speed, particularly in graphics, 
can be improved up to $0 times. 

The Editor facility is rather 
complicated to use and the 
glossary does not specify which 
words are Abersoft specials, and 
therefore non-Fig-Forth stand: 
ard, which might make your 
programs difficult torun on other 
Forth computers. 

feature 6809 

{or (oading oF 

ble word processor 

Serious 
software 

Our reviewers try out a 
selection of programs with a 

job to do 

move is quite easy 
A useful utility is the setting of 

a breakpoint. After setting the 
breakpoint and running, the 
registers’ status is displayed, 

B.B. 
instructions 
ease of use 
display 
value for money 

fare omied bul 
Ge wet to the noe very. small 

fancy, control 
there is enoug! 
home user 
business 

The assem! 
well document 

progam Inyway be al 
ot 

ackage con- tape ams link up im 
aining, as far as 1c ‘shine sofar as files of pes 
Unrelated programs in machine S01 Jy the editor id 

code. essentially & , 
ae pomam is ent kool be well ad 

word processor 0 ate code program xd in con: an be sed 0 cre ere can be uses editor which can BE USE "and the ventures! It can 1 MY ambug 
junction 
Monitor and debug program 

for 
instructions 

reen _easeof use 
text display 
vesa value for money 

and 

The documentation could be 
more beginner-orientated and 
perhaps the graphic examples 
could be a little clearer, but the 
program itself is excellent and the 
special features are well worth the 

D.C. extra money 

instructions 
ease of use 
display 
value for money 



LOOK WHATS 
TURNED UP! 

SPLAT AN ORIGINAL 48K ZX SPECTRUM 
CHALLENGE BY THE AUTHOR OF MINED. 

OUT. OBJECTIVES: EXPLORATION. 
SURVIVAL NG 3 

Plums, Rivers, 

<igt> INCENTIVE SOFTWARE LTD - 54 LONDON ST. - READING RG1 4SO - (0734) 591678 



NEW RELEASE NEW REL NEW RELEASE [@)- Team] 

3D BATTLE STAR DEFENCE 
“I challenge you to defy my superiority 

in the universe’ 
MISSION: Take your new X17 Starfighter, defend yourself 
from attacking forces. SHOOT ON SIGHT!! 

“100% machine code makes this game, fast, exciting, 
dangerous’. Special 3D effects. Impossible to imitate. 
FEATURES: Full sound & colour, adjustable volume and skill 
levels, full high score table, user definable control keys 
(suitable for joysticks). One or two play option + lots more. 

ONLY £6.50 
Available now for any ORIC 1. Immediate delivery. 

FREE Blank tape with first 100 orders. 
FREE Postage & Packaging. 

TOPAZ SOFTWARE, 49 Red Hill, 
Kiveton Park, Sheffield S31 80A 
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TI-99/4A TI-99/4A 

DADDIE’S HOT ROD (BASIC £5.95 
Drive through sheep fields, woods, over rivers and avoid all 
obstacles, then pick up hitch-hikers down perilously twisting roads. 
HCW gave five stars. 
HUNCHBACK HAVOCK (BASIC) £5.95 
Arcade action in TI-BASIC! Race with Egor through 24 different 
sheets. Superb graphics and great fun 
‘THE BLACK TOWER (BASIC) £5.95 
Unlock the mysteries of the black tower and rescue the Lady Gwen 
in our latest full 16K adventure. Addictive and entertaining, 
BATTLESTAR ATTACK (EXT-BASIC) £6.95 
‘Stop the battlestar before it blows up youhome planet. A fast game 
with excellent graphics. HCW gave five stars and said: ‘even at 
level one a very addictive game’ 

Send cheque or P.O. to 
LANTERN SOFTWARE, 

4 Haffenden Road, Tenterden, Kent TN30 6QD 
or SAE for full list. Look out for our products at your TI retailer. 



A. S. N. COMPUTER 
SERVICES LIMITED 

ANNOUNCE 
Top USA Software at Discount Prices 

At least 20% Discount from Top Selling US 
Software 

Just Look at These: 

Datasott — Atari 
Epyx — Atari CB64 

Big Five — Atari 
Epyx — Atari 

All Prices include VAT and Post & Packing is Free (UK 
mainland only). This is just a selection. We have over 
500 Games/Utilities/Educational and Business pro: 
grammes to choose from. To obiain up to the minute in 
fo on any programme, telephone our Hot Line — 07842 
57599. 

(Export Orders Welcome) 

Send all orders with cheque P/O ete to: 

A.S.N. COMPUTER SERVICE 
Dept. H.C.W., 89 St 

Ashford, Middx. 

LTD, 

THE LONDON 

HOME COMPUTER 

CHRISTINE 
COMPUTING 

0923 672941 

Compatible cassette recorder £24.98 
Sing sette interface lead £4,35 

Dual cassette interface lead £5.45 

Recorder + single lead £28.75 

Recorder + dual lead £29.75 

32K Stand alone Ram £125 

Extended Basic £51.50 
Parsec £23.50 

Invades £17.00 

Software Cartridge — 
Minimemory £51.50 

Chess £29.50 

Software Tape — Core!, Blast It, 

Spudz, Code Break/3D Maze, U.F.O. 

all @ £4.95 each. 

P&P 55p per order, send 50p (refundable on 

Ist order) for full list, Cheques or PO’s to: 

6 FLORENCE CLOSE, WATFORD, HERTS 
Tel: (0927) 372941 

SEE US AT THE YOUR COMPUTER XMAS FAIR 
DEC 15th — 18th STAND No. 167 

Experience CDS 
programs yourself 
This is Winged Warlords'a brand 
new Arcade Adventure 
game from CDS. 
Just one of a 
new range of 
exciting 
programs... 
Arcade action., 
3D Space 
adventures 
Education 
and pure 
fantasy... 

ONLY £5-95 each at 
W.H.Smiths, Boots, 
John Menzies and other 
leading Computer Stores, or. 

‘Available direct from CDS Micro Systems 
iy 10, Westfield Close, Tickhill, Doncaster DNII 9LA. 

Send Cheque or PO. To CDS 
+ Selected titles only Tel:(0302)744129. 
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ABD ADD ADD ADD Al ADD AD 
AON AO AON AON AOR AON A 

ELecTRoMics ELECTRONICS ELECTRONICS 

The Aquarius basic computer—only £49.95 
8K ROM, 4K, RAM User expandable to 52K, full 49 keys, 

computer — 
only £89.90 

The Mini-expander adds 
two joy-sticks, two 

cartridge ports, two extra 
sound channels and allows 

simultaneous use of software 
and memory cartridges. 

The Aquarius data 
computer—only £139.85 

The Data Recorder lets you 
load programs and data 

from the computer to tape 
and back again. 

<i 

The Aquarius computer system — 
only £279.80 
8K ROM, 4K RAM User expandable 
to 52K, full 49 key moving 
keyboard. Built-in Microsoft BASIC, 

‘and upper + lower characters, 
Prints 80 characters per second, 

40 cols in width 

| to: Add-On Electronics Lid. Units 2, 30nd 4, Shire Hill Estate, 
Saffron Walden, Essex CB1 1 3AQ. 

Pleose rush me: 

_—— (aty) Aquarius basic ____ (qty) Dungeons and 
computers at £49.95 each. Dragons £16.95 each. 

_— _— (aly) Aquarius expanded _—— (aly) Logo £30 each, 
Poy como oon computers at$89.90e0ch.  __(qly) Finform £30 each 

sido —— (qty) Aquarius data computers ___ (qty) Fileform £30 each 
at £139.85 each. 

_— (qty) Aquarius computer systems 
at £279.80 each 

_— (aly) Data Recorder at £30.00 each 
(aty) Printer at £99.00 each 

| 
j= 

tearewans wevesan | (qly) 16K Ram Pack at $29.95 each 
| = 

BM Selirpetdely Eee rele (aty) Mini Expander at £39.95 each. 

(aly) Chess £19.96 each. — (qty) 'N’ Voders, 
_— (qty) Melody Chase £19.95e0ch.  ____ (qty) Ed-On 
| —— (aly) Snafu $15.95 each. _— (aty) Grid-Bug 
—— (aty) Night Stalker £19.95 each. _— (ty) Phrogger. 

Night Stalker ‘Astosmash | _—— (qty) Lock ‘n’ Chase £19.95 each. —— (qty) Chuckman. 
onmpeuntom tana roos.tores masies ) (qty) Astrosmash £15.95 each. — (aty) D-Fenders 

| __— (aly) Burger Time £19.95 each. __ (ty) Aliens, 
| — NP TRON Deoaty _— (aty) One-Arm 

Dists £19.65 each. Bandit 

| lenclose o cheque for. Prices 
| or debit my Access/Visa Cord include 

No. VAT & P+P 
i — | Signoture 

These osteo oping agcnsrngore Name al manos | assess 
3) AGG-OnElectionics tic. Avon © Moelle 1982 Postcode. Units 2, 3.and 4, : 
She il Industial stole = Fes psor x22g | *2dit Cord Holders ring (0799) 25014 (24 hrs) or Telex 81653 
Essex CBtt 3AQ. 



A.B.M. Control/ 
Cavern Hunt 

TI-99/4A 
(Ext. BASIC, 

joystick) £4.95 
Fantasia 99, from Timeless Soft- 
ware, 3 Bridgend, Fauldhouse, 
West Lothian, Scotland 

A.B.M. Control is a one or two 
player game in which you must 
survive through as many screens 
as possible by defending your 
cities against the computer's 
attack, 

This becomes more difficult to 
‘assuage as bombers and cruise 

bombs. 

cessful defence, 
the number of ‘i 

Tansoft, 3 Club Mews, Market 
Square, Ely, Cambs 
Another package of games from 
Tansoft, comprising a varied 
selection with just about some- 

The Soft Seven 
Dragon 32 

£3.50 
T. D. Copsey, 20. Thorington 
Avenue, Daws Heath, Hadleigh, 
Benfleet, Essex 

1 expected this to be a typical 
compilation cassette. Seven 
standard games, all described as 
“family favourites", written by a 
hobbyist and selling for a modest 
sum to compensate for below. 
average presentation. 

Well, it wasn’t quite like that 
Soft Seven has more going for it 
than many other compilation 
tapes. 

The programs are loaded in one 
g0, with a menu depicting your 
choice displayed on screen. I was 
amazed that so much could be 
fitted into the Dragon's memory, 
and it’s a big advantage to be able 
to select between programs by a 

Games Pack Iv 
48K Lynx £7.95 

Gem Software, Unit D, The 
Maltings, Station Road, Saw- 
bridgeworth, Herts 

Both games on this tape load in at 
once, and amenu options used to 
select between them. 

In the first, an aeroplane is 
trying to land on its aircraft 
carrier, but the way is barred by 

screens completed. The game 
ends when no more cities remain. 

Cavern Hunt is a version of 
Hunt the Wumpus, or in this case 
the Wumpit! 

You are randomly located in a 
‘one-dimensional maze. 

The maze contains bats and 
slime pits. The number of these, 
as do Wumpits to be found, 
depend on which of three levels of 
difficulty is chosen 

The number of bloodspots left 
‘as clues to the Wumpits’ where- 
abouts are also determined by 
difficulty level 

‘Actually travelling through the 
maze is quite slo\ 

Collected 
works 

missiles join the barrage of 

A score is given after each suc- 
jetermined by 

1 at ae Compilation cassettes can be a 
playability son J good way of hedging your bets 
cae ‘22 when buying software. Here 

various classes of missile des- 
troyed, both as multiples of 

thing for everybody. The best of 
the bunch are a computer version 
of the old favourite Hangman 
and a sort of 3D noughts and 
crosses. 

Hangman can be modified to 
take an alternative selection of 
words, so that when you have 
mastered the original set, you can 
substitute your own. One slight 
snag — I am sure the random 

single key press, without having 
to reload. 
The programs themselves 

aren't wildly original, with names 
like Galactic Bomber, Hear and 
Spell, Wordsearch, Graphix, 
Music Maker, Hangman and The 
Great Race. 

Several do stand out, though. 
Galactic Bomber is an’ effective 
hi-res bomber game, which shows 
that a BASIC game can still be 
fast. Hear and Spell uses the 
often-neglected MOTOR and 
AUDIO commands to play a 
hearing/spelling word game. 

In conclusion, an ideal first 
tape for the new Dragon owner — 
the sort of tape that Dragon 
should have supplied with the 
machine, in fact. CG. 
instructions 65% 
playability 53% 
‘graphics 35% value formoney 95% 

“chemical clouds". These must 
be bombed away to allow the 
plane to land on the moving deck 
Of the ship. 

Bomb the ship by mistake, 
however, and you destroy part of 
it, leaving you less area to land on. 
This is a very easy and therefore 
uninteresting game. 

The second game shows more 
promise, being somewhat more 
Challenging, though you'll soon 
find you win this one every time, 
too. 

selection of words could be made 
alittle more random. 

3D Link is a game for clear 
thinkers. You can play. either 
against an opponent or Oric and 1 
think with practice, you could 
develop some quite sophisticated 
play. 

Twill not say much about the 
other three games, since they are 
of limited appeal and will 
probably only interest the 
youngest players for any length of 
time. 

Gem Softwares 
Sfattings, Station 
bridgeworth, Herts 

first the instructions, 

the computer, 
this are super! 
played well sme on the tapes 
plaint being that it 

Game three 18 3 
old favourite wher 
Shake and have t0 0 

Here youhavetotryanddepth games. And two games on the 
chegge submarines froma ship. tape means that it isn't bad value 

However, both games have for money. MR. 
excellent graphics and clear : 
instructions for use, and loaded instructions 80% 
quickly and without fuss on playability 20% 
‘TAPES. Both written inmachine- graphics 90% 
code, they were very fast. The  valueformoney 60% 
graphics animation was smooth 
and flicker-free. 

'Pethaps this would be a good 
tape for younger children, or for 
people who can't get the hand of 
the more demanding video 

are five our reviewers have 
tried out for you 

Games Pack 

ask Lynx £7.95 
Unit D, The 
Road, Saw- 

All the gal d 

This ape contains no Tes BAR Aton and te DS oases 

three games. fF io), with no prol asa 
The first, Reversi cous ae Excellent value for tole 

plays a reasonable game, an Enter pack — the gal 
Plays at different levels of 

wo parts — 
Oifficulty. It loads in two parts 

ove Pro ‘ 
NE POPE nioon — AINE eeyctions 
Sy card game simulation ivability way © van players a i Bettcen two human PANES 20) raph 

re you are & 
ry and touch 

All five games are recorded 
slowly and are interconnected in. 
the programs, and I found it very. 
tedious having to wait s0 long to 
load and play each different 
game. However, there were no 
loading problems. Pw, 

instructions 
playability 
graphics value for money 

70% 
65% 
75% 
65% 

N Tonser “an 
ng nto your OW 

bumping fy reasonable anim 

Iwists, mes have good iN: 

stare al run-of-the-mill arcade 

variety, and 
viing for everybody. 

Value for money 
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The choice is 
yours: 

chomp or 
jump... Can you chomp your way 

through the maze without being 
chomped? How many levels can 
you pass? 

This game has instructions and 
difficulty level, hyper jump and 
power meter, You have to eat all 
the yellow dots (food) and dodge 
the ghost, 

HP = 
48 CLS 

Do-@ 
48 GoTove $10 instruction 7@ PRINT * —— PERS. 

If you eat the blue dots in the 
corner (power pellets, eight 

eo ci Points) then you become a ghost |] 8a cis 

BES 
Lots of features are built into 
John Williams’ game for the 
Dragon 32. Will you chomp to 
victory... or will you be forced 

to use Hyper Jump? 

20 HSC™1001HS8= "CHOMP MAN" 

‘chomper, But beware: as soon as 
you eat them they return and you 
have a limited supply shown at 
the bottom of the screen as a 
yellow box with P.M. (power 
‘meter) at the side of it. 

Hyper Jump enables you to 
move from anywhere on the 
screen to the middle, but you only 
have four of these'so use them 
carefully. 

cHo H on 
pow he D sirly standar 

r mater THIS 18 TO SEE HOW MUCH POWER PELLET POWER YOU rosoft BASIC WAVE LEFT ,THIS IS AT THE BOTTEM OF THE SCREEN 
1 THEN RETURN ELSE GOTOIee 

IF DD» 

100 DIMLK (28,20) 1DIM KL(2@,28)1DIM TV(28,20)1DIM (20,2 

@) :DIMGP(20,8P) 1DIMBT (28,20) 151M GD(20,20)1DIM GP(20,20 
) 
$10 OWa201 2x=5@ 

rae 150 Elser INPUT "INGTUCTIONS (¥/¥) "1 O8 

ia Latoeighea Ta A, 

Sa Sie = 

15) X8TF XD 

2081 H1=2231G2=111H2=20 
1etHSe311G4e111H4=2@ 

PHODES, 111F LK=@ THEN PCLS 
IF Lke2 THEN GOTO 400 
FORC=22 TO 166 STEPI2 
FORZ=24 T0216 STEPI2:PSET(Z,C,2) 
Nocti Next Boprzia, ye; uieespsLsRse RigosuseRapieuieR4Die 

Tre opeat SiCINe 7, Tee) case, 190) /PSET OF COLORS, @ 
0 eet (215,189,2) 330 praw'czB2s0,20)LSDLeRG Dsp12us.sUS0seB D=oLeRsuie 

{Spies psbieuiensorouiensbigs ose Lacsrspa. SuSDi08 OSes 
tSpoes.spsrscse ps0 1UsrcRersusisoiGs pera sDsRSDSLSce™ 
see pepPenia, laoiranzecsaUsen7apa4uzanzesRzsiRaeD2 anyzaazanaaba 
18 Ghanvbmi2, 106, DéaRcaL2epzeR72u2e024R24) R24; R24U2402 
tavausaczanaal7e $Se oaanconce, 56) DS6R24L 2405618 )R24;D24US6)B UsBUSEDSe 
43° Reavo,bisjozsncecaausanasye Use;l2enzae uzanaee O26 
HEabpahconnzeosacaae Dzanaacsne D2ssc20@ U2426 
ae cee 

LePUT (115, 110)~ (125,85) »Lk 
485 COLOR, 2tLINE (5,179) ~(23@,5) ,PSET 
470 PSET (24,22, 3) 1PSET (216,22,3) 1PSET (24,166,7) :PSET(24 

tees) Sba°Cincue (120,949 7141-31 DRAW"BM 28, 931 CAD7UTRTL7C2 
INTC 1) 362 
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2, 1,.51DRAW"C2BM17 ,20) E2F2E2F2E2F 26 »AINT (2417) 2,2 
GET (16,11)~ (31,20) 
GET (115,88) ~ (12541 
GET (16, 11)~(31,28) OP 
PUT (117,88) ~(128,98) ,8D 
SY=JOYSTK (1) 1 IkeJOVETK (@) 
IF HP=s THEN GOTOSeG: 
IF PEEK (65280) =1260R PEEK (65280)=254 THEN 0-98) W=98 171 Rm1251PLAY"L 1OT1S@CDEFGBT1@ADC"1HP=HP +t 
PUT(E,0)= (RW) 
IF TC1 AND 'O-5 

OiAAaROIGADICC™sGoTOLeIe 600 IF TGCi AND O-S=G2 AND E-SeOi THEN PLAY"LS@03G00L20 O2FFFL1@01E€EL601CCCODDD":oTO1eie 618 IF TG>@ AND O-5=G4 AND E-SeG3 THEN GOSUB 1090 £28 IF Tae ANDg-3=02 AND E-SeGLTHEN GOSUBLA7@:GOSUB 1 
638 IF PPOINT(E-B,0+6)=3 OR PPDINT(R+7,0+6) =3THEN SC#EC +81 GOSUB 998 
640 IF TG>@ THEN To=TGei:FORF=1e9 T0191 MTtKek-411F Kec® THEN Kate 650 IF TG>PP THEN TGe@:PLAY"LS@AAACCCEEE":Ce="L5@028" 69 PUT (G1 ,G2)~ (Hi ,H2) ,SP1 PUT (G3,G4)~(H3,H4) ,GP1 PLAYCS 678 PUT (G1 ,G2)~ (Hi ,H2) ,TVi PUT (G3,G4)—(H3,H4) TV 482 AS@RND{15@) 690 IF ASCBA ANDG2+5<O ANDPPOINT(Hi-7,H2+14)<> 4 THEN P- UT (G1 ,G2)~ (Ht ,H2) , TV1G2—G2+121 H2H2+121 TF=140T0728 7@@ IF ASCBA ANDGI+5>E AND PPOINT(Gi-4,G2+8)<>4 THEN Gt =G1-121HieHi-121 TFe11GOTO728 
710 IF ASC8A ANDG2+520 AND PPOINT(G1+8,G2-1)<>4 THEN G2 =G2-121H26H2~121 TF=11G0TO728 
720 PUT(E,G)~(R,W) ,SDeIF TFei THEN TRe@:GOTO74e 738 IF ASCSA ANDGIE-5 AND PPOINT(Hi+S,H2+@)(>4 THEN G1 Biri 2eHieHis12 
748 IF H3<E AND PROINT(H3*5,H4+2) (24 THENGS=G3+121HS=HS n2 
75Q IF INKEY#="N"THEN FFe132 7&@ IF ASCSA ANDGS+S>0 AND PPOINT(G3+E,G4-1)<>4 THEN G4 934-121Ha=H4—12 
77@ IF ASCEA AND HACG AND PPOINT(HS-7,H8+14)<>4 THEN G4 20401 21H4—eHa+12 
788 IF ASCSA AND G3DE AND PPOINT(G3-6,H§+2)<¢>4 THEN G3 GS-1 21H=HS-12 
798 IF 3V25@ AND PPOINT(E*4,W+8)<>4 THEN GOSUBE7@ 880 IF SYS AND PPOINT(E+4,0-6)<>4 THEN GOSLB 900 810 IF JK>6@ AND PPOINT(Re7,0+6)<>4 THEN GOTO 960 128 IF JKCS AND PPOINT(E-B,0+6)<>4 THEN GOSUBI3O 830 IF FFD1S1 THENCLSS:Di=DL+i) SAGAe1Q1 PP=PP-51PRINTO 224+7, "YOUR SCORE IS"SCj1PLAY"O2L7EGEFEA"IFOR X=1TO 500 

AND E-SeG3 THEN PLAY"L1@01G06L10 

BET (KF 42) 1NE 



tLke@: NEXTX: GOTO842 
SaeTTE FeSiS THEN. PRINT@2S6+6, "HIGH SCORE =";HSC}1FOR INPUT “ANOTHER GO(¥/N) 77"1NS IF Né=*¥" THEN GOTO 110 
X=1T0 600: NEXT 
G50 Tf FFO1S! THEN FFe@xGoTO2@e TF Ne="N" THEN STOP 
860 GOTOSS® goroi14e 
Soe IF PPOINT(E+4,WeG)=2 THEN SCASCeLiFFOFF+t RINT"SCORE: ghouts GHOST MONSTERS. ARE D 

600 Wawe12sG=G+12 EADLY BUT IF YoU EAT ANY OF THE FOUR 
e90 GoTOSSe no TOMER PELLETS THEN THE GHOST ARE EATABLE A 
See IF PPOINT(E+4,0-6)=2 THENSCSSC +11FF FF +t NO paint “etORiH 1OPOINTS: 1» 
$1@ Qea-121We=12 380 PRINT “SCORE: power pelleteTHESE ARE IN each 

920 GoTOSSe NER OF THE MAZE’ IF YOU EAT ONE THEN a 
350 IF PPOINT(E-8,0+6)=2 THEN SC=SC+11FFAFF+t gr DIFFERENT SOUND 18 HEARD, THIS MEANS THE GHO 
pte ut! Ts ame worry? OMSTERS ARE EATABLE, POWER PEL 
950 GOTOSSe u TH & POINTS! 
See tr PPOINT(R+7,G+6)=2 THENSC*SC+1IFFAFF+. 1199 sosus 129@ 
978 ReRei2EmEri2 Aaa rar SCORE! food 

S YELLOW AND YOU GET 1POINT FOR IT 
980 GOTOSSe 
Joo ke GiFOR Kek TO PPe4 STEP4:FORF=189TO1911PSET(K,F 
3) eros1sCa="0SL219T2SSBAGFEDLECT2" 1 PRESET (E-6,0+6) PRES 
ET(R+7 046) 
1002 NEXT! NEXT: RETURN 
tete LUeLVr1sCLS4:PRINT™ YOU ARE CAUGHT BY THE GHOST 

MONSTERS YOU SCORED" sSC}" AND YOU GOT ONTO DIFFIC 
ULTY LEVEL"; DLs: PLAY"L@T202GL9EL 1@6GGL 7EEELSDGE 

121@ PRINT “the object of the gam 18 TO EAT on a 
LL THE FOOD AND POWER PELLETS WITHOUT GETING kK 
TLLED. YOU ONLY HAY 3 LIVES AND IF YOU EAT ALL THE FOOD 
AND" POWER PELLETS YOU START ON AN HARDER LEVEL. AS 
YOU GET ONTO HARDER"; 

1228 PRINT LEVELS YOUR POWER PELLETRUN OUT QUI CKER 
1020 TFLVCL. THEN GOSUBIS2@,111@ a 
see eye THEN PRINT@I92," YOU HAVE “sv"Lives Lert | | 1238 Soeitcaey 
HAPPY ANON TAS"IFORK=@ TO 280GiNEXT:LK=21 | | 1268 DDwiGOSUB 70 
are sasveoroze 1250 PRINT *nyper Jump. IF YOU ARE TRAPPED YOU CAN USE 
1960 PLAY"6@01E02FO304B05A' HYPER auNp 13 RETURN YOU TO THE MIDDLE BUT BE WAR 
Tose TF Les THENGI©208:Hi=2231G2=111H2=20: SC=SC+1@1RETU YOU CAN ONLY USE IT 4 TIMES, 
RN 

“ so ierHsesirGde1tHaezerscesceisiReTuR | | 1260, 
PRINT 

{eo 1F Une THEN oserennsastsoeesssnazarscascesSiRETUR | Ae go 
press sp 

aie 1270 IF INKEYS =" " THEN PLAY"L6036":GoTO1e 
tee RETURN 1200 coro 127 

1108 GoTOSsa 3 INKEYS=" "THEN PLAY"OSLSC"1 RETURN 

1108 ooTOe Se ro G1FOR Wei TOL8Bs sCLSE:NEXTIPRINT™ YO || 1319 PoTosae 
U'HAVE. BEEN KILLED AND SCORED" SC: 320 PHODES,11SCREEN1 ,O:FOR X=1 TO 200 STEP 19:PLAY*OSL 

EL REN KILLED ON ay wiles aNEXTCTP. SCONE THEN: 0c | | SOTEEML BED” CCLNCLECS2S,90).%, S#NEXTAPLAY OSL mT AA@MCECE) 

SC 1PLAY"L1@02T 1C2A02E03D02FO1C" 1 PRINT you scon || ABSFECABGFEDC: 
ED TODAYS HIGHEST SCORE!!! jOTO 1110 

Bae eee THEN INPUT“WHAT IS YOUR NAME" NHesHES=N |] 1380 PUT, (E,0)-(RyM) 8D 
ia 

135@ RETURN 

VALUE thats 
t out of this. world 

50 GAMES ON ONE CASSETTE 
DRAGON E7EI@ aie Spectrum‘ @gappia’ ATARI ORICA Zk#a1. VIX 20 

i ee 

tall you everyting EXPRESS DELIVERY- [Paine abou the 50 pames ort CASSETTE $0 but they include ORDER NOW trae pavaieto 
many types such as maze, arcade. Cascade Games Ltd. 

missile, tactical and logic game: ra : 

game playing. - == Address 
CASSETTE - 50 will appeal to : 

will provide many hours of nae 8c AB ‘ORAGON ATARI APPL Seat Se Yay Ee: Eliade AT ete 
a fraction of the cost of other : ssacadie Games Ltd. a Suite 4, 1-3 Haywra Crescent. Harrogate, Computer games.*. Country North Yorkshire. Ht 9 ; : ir ire, HG1 SB. Englan 

D2slers & Stockists enquiries welcome _*Dm~ Telephone: (0823) 908526. a How 3/18 aa ll | 
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SPECTRUM 
JOYSTICK 
£9.95 cries vara rer 

POOLSWINNER NO INTERFACE 
‘THE ULTIMATE POOLS PREDICTION PROGRAM NEEDED 

PREDICTS —_Not just SCOREDRAWS, but NOSCORES. 
‘WAYS and HOMES | 

IT WORKS We guarantee the program performs signifi- | 
cantly better than chance a 

ADAPTABLE “‘Poolswinner’ allows. the precise prediction CTLY 
formula to be set by the user — you can RATES THESE 
develop and test your own unique method 
Probabilities are given on every fixture — 
choose as many or as few selections as you 
wish 

EASY TO USE Fully menu driven, with detailed instruction 
bookiet 

DATABASE The program comes complete with the largest 
database available — over 20,000 matches 
The database automatically updates as results 
come in | 

‘APPLE, BBC (8), COMMODORE 64, DRAGON, SPECTRUM 
(48K), ZX81 (16K) TO: Grant Design Ltd., Bank House, Reepham, Norfolk NR10 4JJ 
£15 (all inclusive) Please rush me a Spectrum Stick Controlier. | enclose cheque/PO for £9.95 

—_—— ‘payable to Grant Design Ltd) 
We produce databases for those developing their own prediction Oo 

rogram. Two years results £7.50. Five years results £1250 TERE 

Available trom dealers, or direct (return of post) from 

eam, Selec Software FY 
37 COUNCILLOR LANE, CHEADLE, CHESHIRE 061-428 7425 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

ORIC — SOFT 

ORIC-1 Arcade Action 
GALACTIC DEFENDER Only 
swarm and comple nivers n't hope t w() ut you might make a posturmous ery ito the Halo SPECTRUM 48K 
Fame (M/C — Ful colour and sound — pr CHEMISTRY (13-18 years) 

ARITHMETIC (6-10 years) 
LOGIC GAMES (6-10 years) 
GEOMETRY (12-18 years) 

ANACONDA The largest snake yet to : PHYSICS (Optics) (12-18 years) 
information — Hall of Fame) 

Family Games 
MASTERMYNDE (OhNo.. Not A 

news 

CAMEL MICROS 
234 COMMERCIAL ROAD, WEYMOUTH, DORSET. U.K. 

TOADY Kamikaze amphibian — 
graphics — Hi-score — Menu drive 

BANISH | 8 
a super deluxe version with timer, 9 lev of difficul und, (( 

CLICK Addictive di 
and judgement 
the ‘men’ out fro 

All tapes are £4.95 each. SAE tor full 

Headfield Technology Ltd., This ink blot is worried. He’s just read the reviews of 
Lock Street, Savile Town, our ‘New Road’ series, and knows his text-book 
Dewsbury, West Yorkshire. tyranny is over. Join our cause and spread the word:- 

BANISH THE BLOT! 
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Atic Atac 
The Pyramid 
Chequered Flag 

Ant Attack 

1 
2 
3 

$ Manic Miner 

¥ Lunar Jetman 

8 Pool 

9 Kong 

10 Splat 

Compiled b
d 

week’s positions 

1 Defender 
2 Seramble 
3. Asteroids 

Chess 
5 Space Raiders 

6 Fantasy Games 

7 Invaders 
Inca Curse 

° 2X81 Forth 

10 Maths/Geograph
y 

Compiled by Webs
ters 

week’s positions 

Mined Out 
Pettigrews Diary 
Night Flight 
Ring of Darkness 
Dragonfly 11 
Gridrunner 
Champions 
Lionheart 
Frogger 
Morocco Grand Prix Secmremsaon 1 

week's positions 

Top Ten pr
ograms for 

> fee 8 th
e Princess 

3 Wacky Waiters 

4 Laser Zone 

6 Matrix 
6 Gridrunner 

7 Skyhawk 
n 

8 Money Manaser 
10 Panic 

Compiled by Webst
er: 

week's posit
ions 

Top Ten pr
ograms fi 

Flight Simulation
 

s. Figures in brackets a 

Top Ten programs for the Dragon 

s. Figures in bracket 

ultimate (2) 

Fantasy (3) 

Psion (1) 
Psion (9) 

Bug Byte (7) 

Quicksilva (4) 

Ultimate (6) 
cps (-) 

Ocean (5) 

Incentive (8) 

Top Ten pr
ograms for t

he 2X81 

Quicksilva (6) 
Quicksilva (1) 
Quicksilva (7) 
Sinclair (5) 

Sinclair (9) 
Sinclair (8) 
Quicksilva (-) 
Sinclair (—) 

Sinclair (-) 
Sinclair (—) 

re last 

Quicksilva (3) 
Shards (10) 
Salamander (—) 
Wintersoft (1) 
Hewson (—) 
Salamander (—) 
Peaksoft (5) 
Peaksoft (-) 
Microdeal (6) 
Microdeal (—) 

Compiled by Websters. Figures in brackets are last 

yr the vic-20
 

imagine (4) 
Melbourne 

Imagine (2) 
Llamasoft (-) 
Llamasoft (10) 
Llamasoft (—) 
Quicksilva (5) 
Commodore (—-) 
‘Commodore (—) 
Bug Byte (3) 

House (1) 

is are last 

for the Spectru
m 

BEST SELLERS 

w.H.Smith, Figures‘? brackets are last 

y W.H. Y 

1 Atic Atac 
2 Lunar Jetman 
3 Kong 
4 Jetpac 
5. Manic Miner 
6 The Hobbit 

7 Valhalla 

9 Chuckie Egg 
0.747 Flight 

Simulator 

11. Pool 
12 Melbourne 

Draw 
13 Falcon Patrol 

14 Ostron 
15. Night Flight 
16 Killer Gorilla 

17° Trans-Am 

18 Splat 
19 Cookie 
20 Horace and the 

Spiders 
21. The King 
22 Penetrator 
23 Hall of theThings 
24 Cuthbert in the 

Jungle 
25 Snooker 
26 Franklins Tomb 
27 3D Dimension 

Destruction 
28 Crazy Painter 
29 Pssst 
30 3D Combat Zone 

Top 30 
Ultimate 
Ultimate 
Ocean 
Ultimate 
Bug Byte 
M.House 
Legend 
A&F 

Doctorsoft 
cps 

M.House 
Virgin 
Softek 
Microdeal 

Spectrum (—) 

Spectrum (7) 
Spectrum (5) 

Spectrum (2) 
Spectrum (3) 
Spectrum (4) 
Spectrum (1) 
Spectrum (17) 

BBC 
Spectrum (16) 

Spectrum (—) 
CBM 64 (25) 
Spectrum (—) 
Dragon (—) 

Program Power BBC (10) 
Ultimate 
Incentive 
Ultimate 

Psion 
Microdeal 
M.House 
Crystal 

Microdeal 
Arctic 
Salamander 

Arctic 
Microdeat 
Ultimate 
Arctic 

Spectrum (8) 
Spectrum (—) 

Spectrum (9) 

Spectrum (13) 
Dragon (18) 
Spectrum (22) 
Spectrum (14) 

Dragon (15) 
Spectrum (—) 
Dragon (—) 

Spectrum (—) 
Dragon (—) 
Spectrum (20) 
Spectrum (23) 

Compiled by PCS Distribution (0254 691211) and 
sanctioned by the Computer Trade Association. Chart 
is for retail sales in individual outlets in the UK and 
Northern Ireland for the fortnight ended December 4 

Purp) 
8 Auntie Wario jane 
8 Aquap! 

Renaissance 

10 Caesar the Cat 

Compiled by Webst 

week’s position
s 

ers. Figures in br ackets are ast 
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WE HAVE SOUND ... COLOUR... ACTION... 

Dep 
Tuffley, Gloucester, GL40LE Further Qui 

Tel: (0452) 502819 

NEW HOME COMPUTER CABINET 
cite £79.95 

incl. VAT & Delivery 

JUST CHECK THESE STANDARD FEATURES 

TERMS OF OFFER UK Mainland Customers o1 
HOW TO ORDER Send Ch o 

MARCOL CABINETS, P.O. Box 69, High Street, Southampton 
For further details telephone (0703) 731168 
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When will 
they ever 
learn? 

Over at Coleco, things seem to be shaping up rather well. Recently 
Coleco opened their doors to reporters at their New York manu- 
facturing facilities and showed members of the press how they 
Planned to roll out as many as 140,000 of the new Adam micro by 
the end of 1983. 

Grities of Coleco have stated that the firm's future may be 
determined by how Adam does in the marketplace. 

The Adam is being constructed in two huge buildings, one a 
converted carpet factory, the other the size of a large airplane 
hangar. 

There are roughly 50 workers to an assembly line, and lots of 
assembly lines. Even though many of the workers put in parts by 
hand which are then manually soldered in place, Coleco states that 
only about $50 is spent on labour. 

This on a unit that wholesales for about $525 now with an 
‘expected increase to $650 come Janwary. 

About 2,000 units per day are being assembled, with an 
‘anticipated increase in that figure to about 6,000 per day by the end 
of this month. In January, production is anticipated to reach 7,500 
units per day, amounting to some 150,000 units per month! 

During the tour reporters saw the computers coming off the 
line at a rate of four per minute. I'll leave you to figure out how 
‘many computers per minute need to come off the line to make 
150,000 per month. 

Approximately 3000 workers are involved in the production of 
the unit, and about 20 per cent of those are one way or another 
involved in quality control inspections. 

Coleco has definitely had to rework some of its software and a 
bit of hardware. The former because it was terrible and the latter 
because certain parts were unavailable in significant quantities. 

Although Coleco officials admitted that a significant number 
of customers have brought back their units as defective, most of the 
time the troubles have been traced to the poorly written instructions 
which accompanied the earlier units. 

Even though Coleco seems very serious about manufacturing 
4 good product, when is this industry ever going to learn that users 
need excellent documentation to avoid turning that wonderful 
‘machine into a very expensive paperweight? 

Let us all pause for a moment in order to silently voice a farewell to 
the T1-99/4A, 

When that funny looking little box was debuted, it cost a 
whopping $1050. What is even more amazing is that they sold a few 
at that price. I wonder to whom? Or how they feel now? 

‘Anyway, if you are not particularly hip to the home computer 
scene over here, you might never guess that TI has said bye-bye 10 
the home market. They still have nigh on half amillion of the things 
in warehouses, and boy oh boy do they want to unload. 

A friend of mine who has one of the things and knew they 
weren i being made anymore was still confused as he witnessed one 
local dealer lower the price on brand new units to $50, and watched 
in surprise as one man came in and bought 16 of ‘em, then waseven 
‘more surprised when the very next week the price jumped up to $150 
with a $50 rebate from TI. 

Ididn't make a whole lot of sense to me either until I thought 
about it. TT has been advertising the little guy like crazy, with barely 
4 word about going out of the business. 

Let's face it, they can write off the advertising asa cost ofdoing 
business, but those computers sitting in the warehouse are nothing 
‘but a liability until they are sold, regardless of how much TI does or 
doesn’t make on them. So they raised the price up to fool people. 

‘Not that it matters much. Even for a machine no longer in 
production, for $50 it’s a steal, and for $100 it still isa good value. 
There are oodles of third party vendors now making hardware and 
software for the machine, so I would not feel too bad if owned one 
(unless I paid $1050 for it). 

Uf Lwere not out of room I would mention some nice TI com- 
patible products to cheer you uj 

Thave just come into possession of one of the hottest rumours in all 
of computerdom, which, if it is as credible as it appears to be, 
explains why the much-announced but delayed IBM PC junior (or 
Peanut as everyone is now calling it) took so long to make it 10 
market. 

Apparently, itis all due to the folks at Microsoft who are the 
authors of, among other operating systems, MS-DOS which is 
called PC-DOS by IBM. The new computer is based on the 80188 
‘microprocessor. Apparently, in what is a clear oversight, some 
software designer made a routine call to two particular jump 
vectors out of the available 256 jump vector addresses inside the 
microchip. Unfortunately, Intel, the maker of thechips, had clearly 
indicated that those two particular vectors were to be reserved (by 
Intel) for future use. 

Ifthe chips, as made, are not modified, thenew IBM computer 
will not be able to run ali those thousands of MS-DOS programs, 
To avoid that either the new IBM computer would have to be 
completely re-engineered to use an 8088 (fat chance of that 
happening), or Intel would have to scrap existing 80188 and re- 
engineer the chip to un-reserve (as it were) those two vectors. 

As I write this, I have been unable to determine which chip the 
new IBM home computer uses, but Ican tell you one thing: A lot of 
people are upset with Microsoft. 

Lots are also thinking that the new home IBM is too expensive 
with its supposed $525 add-on disc drive unit. Maybe Commodore 
can do to IBM what it is trying to do to Apple. Imagine an IBM 
Peanut Compatible computer for $200 or so, with an add-on drive 
for only $300. My rumour source says they could call it the Goober 
‘American slang for peanut). 

Ah, the hardware wars are such fun to watch, ll of course 
‘keep you posted as the situation develops. 

Tjust received an excellent catalogue from a mail order firm and felt 
T should pass the information along. 

Nis called The Home Guild Software Buyer's Guide and con- 
tains 65 full colour pages of software products and accessories for 
all the well known home micros, All, of course, offered at discount 
prices. 

What makes this catalogue so exceptional is that not only is the 
usual program title and price included, but the firm also includes a 
paragraph description of what each program does and, through the 
use of a series of 23 symbols (explained at the beginning of the 
catalogue) also rates each program. 

The rating factors take into consideration format (dise, ear- 
tridge, or cassette), peripherals required, user information (level of 
experience required, age limit, ease of use, hours to learn, and 
numbers of players possible). 

A special set of symbols is also used to rate program quality in 
terms of documentation, graphics, educational value, action level, 
and general enjoyment level. I have never seen a vendor go through 
so much trouble to produce such a worthy catalogue. 

If this were not enough, the firm also offers bonus stamps with 
each purchase. After you accumulate enough bonus stamps, vou 
can then use them instead of cash to purchase any software from 
the catalogue. 

Finally, all software purchased is guaranteed for 30 days 
against defects and will be exchanged if returned in its original con- 
dition with proof of purchase. 

The catalogue offers a wide mixture of applications software 
that will run on the IBM, Atari, VIC-20, Apple, Commodore 64 
and TI-99/4A. 

The firm offers a wide range of out-of-the-ordinary pro- 
grams in addition 10 the more popular ones. For example, how 
about Hebrew II Plus (for the Apple) that acts as a text processor 
and tutor (written right 10 left of course)? Or Know Your Own Per- 
sonality for the VIC, derived from a book of the same name, writ- 
ten by two psychologists? 

If you would like to obtain a copy of this unique catalogue, 
drop alline to The Home Software Guild, P.O. Box 2031, Nashua, 
‘New Hampshire 03061-2031. It will be worth your while. 

See you next week. 

Bud Izen 
Fairfield, California 
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Let your micro keep 
you up to date 
nS SS eee) 

This program will print «| Give you the time of day? With 
calendar month by month, or tell 
you theday of week ofanydae | Ken Chua’s program, your 16K 
you ask. 2X81 will do better than that. 

It starts with a me id you a 

have three options ver os It'll tell you the day of the week 
Opti 1 k for the om, 

ut nh sk og ers| and give you a monthly — or 
week for that date. yearly — calendar 

If you enter CONT ai 
stops, it will proceed to pri 
calendar of the month on screen 
(option 2). 

After 0 CONT will 
send it into printing the whole 
year calendar on printer (option 
3). 

‘To avoid all these, always 
RUN. In option 2, youcan havea 
hard ‘copy of the calendar by 
pressing COPY. 

EEK OR CALENDAR 
NOVEMBER 1989 - 

ee {MM vyyy) 
230 INPUT Cc 

FEBRUARY | 340 Ler M=UAL c$(a To 2) ene aulite oe 352 LET Yayat cst4 To 73 

?ifeeR OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEM yOHICH YERR PLEASE 7” 
ae a 930323233232" (¥ 74) #45Y 40 LET Os yec°nay CHOOSE 2, 2 THEN LET A 

“a:FOR_DAY OF THE WEE %.. (¥ 4208) #100=Y THEN L 
DATE” ina = 
POR CALENDAR OF CE} | =f’ Agta) =na~ 7408) *4005¥ THEN L 

320 LET Yi=z! a 

9: FOR_ERENT ENC Rpune | | 328 LET LeatsWiSeRt* ware oe CALENDAR @! Wi saya eye IQ4+Y22INT (¥274) +INT 

KEY $ 3E9 LET USUSENT (Us7) 47 
378 LET uta oa a 
380 FOR I=2 TO 12 
S90 LET A=U6I-1)+UAL ASI) 
Pets LET wit INT (A773 #7 

¢20 If 88<2"1" THI peer 
430 LET A=04+U CM? a LEPEO\ eae ee ee ae 
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459 CLS 
438 BRINT Ws (40FU42 TO 1050430) 

Re M$ (10% (M-2) $2 TO 104(M-2 

$4303 ;0;", “i¥ 
LP. 

g8 sue” 328 FOR t=0 To Tt Ss 

488 Cet es="912891903150913150S 
rs LPRINT U$(10er44 T. 
292 FoR O 10%I+190 
600 He To x 

23 (vada gen, FS lease 
810 eeeet202Se cay 7 e0tT +2) -2 To IF 

13031" 
Bi Ag(3)="1" THEN LET ES (4) 

7.8 92 
324252 

2 
#M—-1 TO 22M) 

288 CEr Fs=ss(a TO 2A) +D$(2 TO 

246 fer x=InT ((A+E+6) 77252 
S88 bRint ms(1o#(4—-2} +2 TO 10% ¢ 

Mei) +103; TAB S*X+65 
PRINT 

61@ FOR I=9 TO 6 
628 PRINT Us(1@si+2 TO 10#I+20) 

630 FOR J=0 TO 
838 PRINT Fs (2s (7eUtTe2) -2 TOS 

4 (2 eUFT42) 15 S801) 
650 NEXT J 
660 PRINT 
670 NExT I yj 

OP 
M=1 TO 12 

asu 0M) A= 
VAL ES (224-1 TO 224) 
SS$c1 TO 2#A7+0H(2 TS 

OFT. SOFTURRE FOR Leaning sf! FRO COMPUTERS samy DTEEAENOME a oat 

‘otee Hints on revision Fastartic 

mee 
750] [5750] _ 

TEA TBA TEA £795] 7.95} ‘TBA TBA TBA TBA TBA 

Tro prosams allot problems 

[ezso] TEA Soe iisw en oem Verve 
une of graphice ve [roan 

lalale 
s/s|8 

Aiarayal z 
HEIE] BEBE 

‘camer roe stn Hn 
inPiuat oall chides 

PACKAGES FOR PUPILS STUDYINGFOR _ 
EXAMINATIONS, eee eel 
‘Tilt pepeasiabenpeieniivey —««Assinclpoenidaiead is seer te 

Fitcentoger, Direction tegration Tnigonometry Book of 
(OOL MATHS —PART 

“MATHS PARTI 
NEW 

MIDDLE: MATHS PART PHYSICS BIOLOGY ‘COMPUTER STUDIES ck 
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RS aS SE eT 
SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Make your ine teas 
micro earn you tick?) 

: {its keep 
Third Program, 189 Cheedon Road, Taunton, Somerset 

If you're tired of playing games, 
have a look at some of the 

utility programs on the market. 
Our reviewers have tried out 

Tcannot believe, then, that this 
can be a serious program as it 
doesn’t follow the tests which 1 
know of carefully enough and no 
forms are available for 
Pretation. 

This leaves me with the con- 
clusion that thisis meant to be fun 
— but who would want to take 
Psychological tests for fun? 

I could see it being an interest- 
ing talking point at a certain kind 
of party, but it could lead 10 a 
great deal of embarrassment too. 

So I have to conclude that 
whilst the program does perform 
as claimed, I can't see anyone 
wanting to buy it D.C. 

Isthisaserious utility ora game? 1 ‘Supposeit could be used as both in the right situation, though these are likely to be poles apart! 
It is a personality test admin. istered by computer and the analysed to present you with a Profile of your character. 
It seems to be based on Eysenck’stheory of personality as @ balance between extraversion insbrmtioes 0% 

five of them for you and neuroticism and stability; cn Guay so 
The theory is well respected by many psychologists but is based (on very stringent control of the 

Quicker Qwerty 
TI-99/4A £9 

using all your fingers, 
The keyboard is drawn on the 

sereen and you are told to place 
your fingers over the “home 

Vu- 
32K BEC! 16 10 

British, Broadcasting Corpora: 
tion, 35 Marylebone High Street, 
London WIM 4AA 

‘This program is well bred and from noble stock. Commissioned. 

The aimistoteach youto touch 
and while it hasn't, yet, 
my two fingered habits, it 
tainly improved my aware- 

‘ness of their inadequacy 
The package contains the main 

program, over 20 exercises and a 

pressing is illuminated and the 

Beyond Basic 
32K BBC £11.50 

(Cassette) 
£7.25 (Book) 

London WIM 4A 

If you haye completed your 
education in BASIC and are 
ready 16 step into the realm of 

zaAKKK * 

keys", 
space bar. 
‘A white dot is displayed on one 

This key must be of the keys, 

made and the length of time 
between key presses. 

If you made no mistakes, and 
you didn’t take too long between 

letters you have typed appear 
under the phrase. 

The program scores you for 
speed and accuracy and has so 
many options the mind reels with 
the possibilities. You can change 
the display, the sound, the 
colours, almost everything in 
Fact 

This leads to one of my two, 

Secondly, the program won't 
teach the layout of text on a page 

If you are serious about learn. 
ing to type, you should learn very 
‘well with this package and should 
then be able to go on to learn the 
other typing skills without too 

Tachine code then this package 
could be for you. 

Ibis produced asa follow-up 10 
30 Hour Basic, and like its pre- 
decessor, it is extremely well 
thought out and structured 

Micro’, and while it may be of use 
to owners of other 6502 based 
machines, it does use the features 
‘of the BBC's Assembler and 
Operating System fairly ex- 
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ith your thumbs over the 
test and testing situations, 

key presses, the computer dis 
plays ‘Well done”. This is then 

complete all the levels, the 
Program can be left and’ con 
tinued later. This is simply done 
by entering the level you've 

Tax calc 

British, Broad 
tion, 35 Marylebone 
London WIM 4AA 

Subtitled 
Fax Calculator 1982/3" 

vaid for that year. 
pete year you wish 
all-important, 
actual detail 

Po vuse it more than once. 

tensively 
It needs to be said that the book 

isthe centre of this package —the 
tape can't be used without it, and 
is simply a way of saving time and 
sore fingers. very good indeed, instructions It is important to. realise The book is very good ini 

s *6503 starting simple and working up _caseof use Broadcasting Corpora- however, that itis subtitled °6502 starting. simp! ascal 
flan 3s Marylebone High Stret, Assembly Language on the BBC towards fll understanding disp 

It isthe first time Ihave ever felt 
1 understood Binary Coded 
Decimal and could use it 
properly, and yet I have three 
other texts on the subject 

32K BBC £17.25 

igh Steet 

the Which? Income 
program full 

coset foris 
though, as the 

is of allowances and 

reached at the beginning of the 
Stainless Software, 10 Alstone pressed as quickly as possible. followed by another series of keys program. Jd Road, Stockport, Cheshire SK4 If youhit the right key, another __ which must be pressed. 
SAH dot is displayed on the keyboard. The program has 22 levels instructions 85% 

This procedure is repeated which are progressed throughone —_easeof use 90% 
This program is designed to teach several times before the computer _after another. display 80% you how to type on the TI-99/4A tells you how many mistakes you Because it takes along time to value for money 80% 

kkk 

If the program 6 
rewrite due to huge 
tax laws, even t 
Count on the new version W 
be berter than nothing. Thi 
of software maintai 
offered by some 
(Clares & Gemini, foF 
so why can’t the 

The program is very € 

hhanges in 

compa 
f exam 

You r 
r y give the Rexcellent docum BBC and with e: ercses by very minor, criticisms, The sone of al your incomeand out and Hasan be used as 8 orepat 

@ high — number of options is just too vast etals of ayo ill calculate the which cam De Wet OT mation 
quality product anditcertainlyis. for anyone to really need goings, and wil ‘should have tion sheet to get the (NITED, 

amount of ‘ You need in the 
ne program. 
oer is drficult to 

Nave if you recoup Mot 
its ye taxman it |: " cost from thi 

cach Sco tax deductal 
ye value, But is it 

need updating 100 $3:page book too. much trouble D.C program will nest OTe. There 9st In use, displays a This raises giatration i instructions Sore 
Fepresentation of the keyboard instructions 95% no User ee no offer of an cascof use 70% 
and the target phrase, word or — easeof use 70% package displ none oe exercise 10 be typed. display 90%. upd Nithis amount fora value for me 

As you attempt to copy the value formoney 95% Having pould expect to be able target the Key you should be Car sy 

Well written, with plenty. of 
exercises 10 keep the mind 
himble, this sa must for those 
Starting on the path to machine 
code. * x D.C. 

value for money 

Ne offer of ad he ofrcion would 

ce is bein 

BBC do the 

assess. 1 

the 

nies 
ple). 

0 use 
ation 

ethan 
s good 
ible? 

v 



ita ean 
lf an advertisement is wrong. we're here to put it right. 

‘ASA.Usd, Brook House Jorngton Place, London WCIE 7HN. 

7199/40 SOFTWARE 
PILOT £5.95 
A great new flight simulation game for the unexpanded T199/4A. 
Graphics display of landing strip and terrain map, plus updated 
instrument panel. Options for take-off, landing or in flight. Full 
instructions included. Graphics in sound. 
TI TREK £5.95 
Defeat the Klingon invasion fleet. Features include 5 skill levels, 

t display, galaxy map, phasors, photon torpedoes, 
damage reports, shield control, impulse and warp 

drive. Eight by eight galaxy. Full instructions included. Graphics and 
sound 
Send cheque or P.O. or telephone with Access/Visa for immediate 

se add 50p p&p to orders under £7. 
Orders over £7 post free. 

APEX SOFTWARE 
Swiss Cottage, Hastings Road. 

[We mwowsam St. Leonards-on-Sea, TN38 8EA 
Tel: Hastings (0424) 53283 

COMPUTER SALES 
( &R 33 BURTON RD, LINCOLN LN1 3JY 

(0522) 26699 

Atari AGOOXL ....£145.95 vic 20 £93.49 
Atari A8OOXL £225.00 cam6ea £193.95 
Atari A800 (including as 
programming kit) .. £252.50 Otic 48K £131.95 
Atari 2600 (with free Texas TI-99/4A . £98.45 
Pacman game) .....£69.95 SordM5 16K .. £136.95 
Please send SAE for list of software and peripherals 

stating type of hardware you use. 
FREE Postage & Packing (UK only) 

with order. Please allow 21 days for delivery. 
Please send cheque payable to C&R computers 

UNWANTED \w 
SOFTWARE? \@ 
Then SWAP your 
unwanted Software by using our 
Computerised Exchange Service. 
For a fee of only £1.40 per cassette 
exchange, send us your name and 
address plus a list of swappable cassettes 
(titles you have, titles you require and for 
which computers), and we'll do the rest! 
write to1no stamp required) 

SoftSwap 
Freepost, Fleet, Aldershot 
Hants GU13 SBR. 
NB. All Software must be in 
original packing andin 
900d condition. 

TOWN NATHAN 
HOME COMPUTERS, SOFTWARE, BOARD 
GAMES, ROLE PLAYING GAMES AND BOOKS 

WEST YORKSHIRE’S 
LOCAL COMPUTER SHOPS 

DRAGON BYTE 
51a Queen Street 
Morley 
Leeds 25 
Tel: 0532 522690 
LAST CHANCE 

MORLEY — 

HEADINGLEY — 
10 Ash Road 
Headingley 
Leeds 6 
Tel: 0532 744235 

CROSSGATES — HIEROMANS DELL 
‘89 Penda's Way 
Leeds 15 
Tel: 0532 641855 

We're worth a visit because: 
We've probably the best range of software in the North —* and 
we're improving all the time. 
We've a growing range of computers, peripherals, upgrades 
‘and books. 
We've the biggest range of Citadel figures for leagues around, 
We've board and adventure games for all ages from TSR, 
Games Workshop, Avalon Hill, Victory Games, GDW, Yaquin- 
to, etc, etc. 

PROGRAMMERS — Assassin Software needs your market- 
able programs. Give us a call. 
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INWIDE SHOPS & DEALERS 

RKP LONDC THIS race Is 
Computer Software Specialists 

CHRISTMAS 

BEDFORDSHIRE 

= ee | at DJ RECORDS 
SOFTWARE CENTRE 16 High Street AUDIENCE AT 

SPECIAL OFFERS RIGHT PRIC 4 
MEMOTECH © Quickshot joysticks: £8.50 PLACING YOUR COMPUTERS PLUS oF, © Program data recorders: £23 ACANCY IN THIS 

THE LARGEST RANGE OF HCW — © BBC Model B: £399.95 ECTION. 
SOFTWARE IN BEDFORD. COMPATIBLE Rie ere 01-437 0699 SPECIALISTS IN prices inclusive of VAT an 

SSOFTWARE POPULAR HOME pac to JANSON [ DAVID SHACK SOFTWARE 
SAE FOR LISTS. COMPUTERS. JAYSONS gdoies for the Seesih 

52A BROMHAM ROAD, 20 Chessington Ave, 0. Als 
BEDFORD MK40 20G London SAE fork ‘SAE orto Tel: 01-349 3638/2498 nd Rone 

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME Tel: Bedford 44733 
st. Ae: 

CAMBRIDGESHIRE [i] aesaicnN tris 

[OAR IKEP ER Tus teh OD) COT 
Computer Software Specialists 

at JUST VIDEO 
Fitzwilliam Street 
Peterborough 

aac FOR THE BEST SOFTWARE 
~ Over 750 programs stocks. Over 100 books. 

PLUS many other accessories for all popular computers, 
SPECIAL OFFER ~ Dragon 32 £159.95 

VIDEO GALAXY 
293 CHISWICK HIGH ROAD, LONDON W4 

TEL: 947 

COMPLITASOLVE 170] 
aaa Toa vi pet sb 1830 

SCOTLAND 

THE GAMES SHOP AND. 
COMPUTER SOFTWARE 

CENTRE TEL.NO. 0224-6437. 
SUPERMARKET. 

FOR BBC,SPECTRUM& 
ALL LEADING MICRO’S 
STAFFORD: 59 FOREGATE ST 

TEL: 0785 41899 
STOKE-ON-TRENT: 

MARKET SQUARE ARCADE 
TEL: 0782 268620 

SPECTRUM TEXAS 
sofiware/hardwn ae books aways in 

PHOENIX The Micro Store 
SOFTWARE CENTRE HOME COMPUTER CENTRE 
A large range of software in 3 The Parade We carry a large selection of 
ATARI, BBC, DRAGON, ORIC:1 dle, Newewstte | | | hardware/software/accessories 
SPECTRUM, COM 64 & VIC-20 Tel, 0782 636911 for BBC, ORIC, SPECTRUM, 

of BBC & sockis FFicial dealers for CBM 64, VIC-20, ATARI 400, 
SPECTRUM COMPUTERS. oO 

Commodore, Sinclair, & 600 & 800, DRAGON & 
Acorn. BBC service and MEMOTECH 
information centre 13B West Ser 

Horsham, W. Sussex 
el: 0403 52297 

Computer Software Specialists 
at VIDEO CITY 

Business Name: e@ey 

Address: a 6 yet & 

seh at 
Tel. No.:. jot co™ 
Open Hrs cS 

us 
Contact (Office Use Only): 

H.C.W. (Shops & Dealers), 145 Ch Rd., London WC2H OEE 
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HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY CLASSIFIED 

yenced a 01-437 1002 
EX EXT 211. 

Send your requirements to: 

Debra Stupple 

Alll advertisements in this section must be prepaid. ASP LTD. 
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and 145 Charing Cross Road, 

Semi display: £6.00 per single column centimetre 

Ring for information on series bookings/discounts. 

conditions printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request), London WC2H 0EE 

SPECTRUM & ZX 80/1 fakes KIDS 
Way PUT AWAY 
THOSE UNTIDY WIRES LEARN HOW TO USE AND PROGRAM 

A HOME COMPUTER 
Black (Stove colour at £23.80 ine, VAT'E pop. Sena cheaue BOTS” © 4-hour course 

E, R. Cameron & Son Ltd. Est. 1870 @ Personal use of a computer 
1/0 9'The Vineries, Enfield, Middx. © Be trained by a group of experienced 

American Instructors 
® Only £9.85 plus VAT 

With this amazing new unit designed by a Spectrum user. Put on a chair 

COMPUTER ADDICTS. At iast,a | To Hire a Computer from ZX81 purpose built troley for the home | upwards, ring orrert to: Business 
ve Bi to keep your equipment | Caledoni ae Rd., NI IAB. Tel: RESERVE YOURELACE NOW. 

HOT LINE 01-735 8171 Extension 14 

Te wiitoal One, Solid Coed mat: | VIC-20 Software Hire. Free Mere Presented by: 

cite esac | Menbershty. Kir te, VSH COMPUTER INNOVATIONS 
Send now for further information | Clipstone Avenue, Nr. Peel Street 01-587 0455 
to Setcraft, Sussex Ltd, 32 Walpole | Nottingham, 
Ave, Worthing, Sussex BN12 4PL TA TIDICIESSITTT ALL YOUR CA REPAIRS NEEDS SAE appreci 

[LYNX LYNX LYNX) | - micro COMPUTER REPAIRS: Blank cassettes C15 with case, 40p 

safe, tidy and ready for use on a | 01-607 0187. 
mobile unit, How have you man; 

oumare xemonno racrAce Or | |" VeRY FAST SERVICE na on OL A)8 SAke 
scunranniisor nents seeen| || VIC-20€Spectumsecsserers || | Latin Rive Mite ot elon: 2011] 4 Lee High Road, Lewisham, 6p nay cards Ble, Red or hap ieee 

8 20 fOr Op, 
each, 

Postage on each complete 
Stonchorn Lid, (HCW), $9 Mayfield 

‘Way, Barwell, Leicester LE9 8B 

Tol: SLOUGH (0753) 48785 

ERIPHERAL =::0 
PRODUCTS ic 

ADD ONS our Computer Dept. Our engineers 
T— FLOPPY DISC have had over three years experience | [ SPECTRUM KOPYK. 

ZX81 — Spectrum. We can now 
(¢ MAXBYTES copies programs 

IL TOK or 48K 
servicing Sinclair Computer pro IMPROVED PERFORMANCE Ae eee 

NTERFACE ducts. Price including p&p. ZX81 Simply the best. Copying any program] me We most copiers) 
£11.50; 16K Ram — £9.95; Spec irom as easy as LOADing and precsing a key. Cones Spectrum 

FDC-L interface card, with Disc 
‘operating system in EPROM, and a uty disc 
£70.00 ex. VAT, £81.50 inc VAT, P&P. 

EDC-1 Mk2. As Mk but with a 
Spectrum edge connector for further 

‘Cards, e.g. printer interface 
£85.00 ex. VAT. £98.75 inc VAT, P&P. 
Centronics interface for Spectrum 

£29,00 plus VAT 
We als el dia drives f Parther details aaabe trom 
TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH LTD., 
36 Westmount Road, London SE9 INW 

Tels AS nan 

ams. Any 
an be backed: rum — £18.75. Send with cheque or 

PO. TV. Service of Cambridge 
French's Road, Cambridge CB4 
3NP. Phone (0223) 311371 

GUARANTEE i you are no Tully Sotatied: Cost only £4.49, 
LERM (HC), 

16 Stonopit Drive, Cottingham, 
Mkt. Harborough, Leics 

SOFTWARE 
GAMES 

Why pay full price in the shops? 
When you can get your games 

from us for 
UP TO 50% OFF! 

Find out how today! SAE brings you 
our computerised Free Catalogue and 
FREE INTRODUCTORY OFFER! 

(OK for 16K machines) can 
be copied. PLUS FREE Header 

Reader program. 
Despatched by fir class return of 

post 
PO for £4.98 10 

MEDSOFT 
61 Ardeen Road, Doncaster, 

South Yorks DN25ER. 
IT CAN EVEN COPY ITSELF 

HCW 
YOUR SOFTWARE 
SUPERMARKET. 

2X81 REPAIR SERV 
AT LAST NO NEED TO WATT 

FOR WEEKS: 
Send your faulty ZX81 
reliable repair. We will repair any 
2X81 KIT or READY BUILT UNIT 

‘FORHIRE | Only £15.95 fully guaranteed + p +p 
Please state the nature of problem 
Send cheque or postal order to NEXT 

Oric Software Library. Two weeks | COMPUTER SYSTEMS, 89 
hire £1. Annual Membership £5.]]HARVEST RD, (H.C.W) 
Stamp for list. Les Wilson,|JENFIELD GREEN, SURREY 
Penallick, Tintagel, Cornwall. AON 

Send chi 

28 Tile Kiln Lane, Hastings, 
East Sussex 

ind all copyright and all other intellectual property rights therein belong to Argus 
ty rights and by virtue of international copyright conventions are 

of written consent of the company 
The contents of this publication, including 
Specialist Publications Ltd. All rights conferre 

SSNO264-4991 
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Computer games, discount prices. 
Free catalogue. Send S.A.E. to 
A. D. Software, 17 West Street, 
Wath on Dearne, Rotherham S63 
7QU 

SPECTRUM 
PROGRAMS 

Gnasher £4.95, Arca 
£4.95, Escape £4.9: 
Backgammon £5.95. 

All 16K and many more 
Crossed cheques/PO'S to 
VYAJYS HK or SAE. bor 
full list to VYAJYS HK, 11 
Margaret Avenue, St. Austell, 

Comnvall 

Quality 
games for TI-99/4A. S.ALE. for 
details, 56 Wells Street, Haslingden 
Lancashire BLO 9AN 

FOR GUARANTEED, 
QUALITY SOFTWARE 
SEND S.A.E. FOR OUR 

LIST AND SAMPLE 
INSERTS. 

HARLEQUIN 
Computing L 

PO Box 44, 
Iford IG1 3DV 

‘4A Christmas Special. Any 
For list programs for £5 

S.A.E, Binbrook Software, 10 
Potierill Lane, Sutton-on-Hull 
HU? 4TE 
Spectrum 16K /48K 
presents her game for 
over only, (State age when orderi 
£3.99. Cheques ete. to |. Brooks, 17 
Malvern, Coleman Street, South: 
end, Essex. 
‘SPECTRUM/VIC-20/CBM 64 
10% OFF TOP SOFTWARE 
rrcrnum RRP Price 
Right CssierP.s 8.) (9s esas 
pace sland 48k (Terminal) th.98 6.38 
Vic-20 Lazer Zone(Liamasoit) 6.00 5.40 
cust 
JOuiniic Warrior (Quicksiva) £7.98 7.18 

DUST COVERS: 
CUM 1/V1C20 02.98: Specteum £1.98 

LOADE ENTERPRISES 
c/o Ensemble, 35 Upper Bar, 

Newport, Shropshire TF10 7EH 
Tol: (0952) 813667 

SPECTRUM/VIC-20/CBM 64 
10% OFF TOP SOFTWARE| 

‘Speci 
specreum RRP "Price Vampire Vilage 48K 
Terminal) ta95).00:s| 
Denlvof the Deep 48% 
Shepherd) 16.50 65.95 
vicz0 Mini Kone 6595 esas| 
Fantaria(otersspion) 6.00 £8.90 
cust ot Hesnen Unitos) o9s es} 
Fabulous Wand (Games Machine) E 

DUST COVERS: CM 64/VIC-20 £2.95: Spectrum £1.98 
Sd SAE: for fll ts stating machin. 

LOADE ENTERPRISES 
c/o Ensemble, (HCW) 35 Upper Bar, 

Newport, Shropshire TF10 7EH 
Tol (0952) 813667 

‘NUCLEAR PODS 
bees BiSKE 

ok SE AGGOT MUNCH 
RASHABLS Demented doubi sr extended BASIC 

BASIC. send sae Chrismas Spe deduct, orders ov 
MICRO-BYTE SOFTWARE, 

TI-99/4A 
STAINLESS SOFTWARE has a 
large catalogue of good quality 
programs for the TI-99/4A, 
with over 80 programs! 
For a copy, please send a large 
SAE to: 
Dept. HCW, 10 Alstone Road. 
Stockport, Cheshire SK4 5AH 

(MAIL ORDER ONLY) 

PROBLEMS WITH 
YOUR MACHINE 

SCAN OUR 
SERVICE/REPAIR 

SECTION 

DISCOUNT SOFTWARE 
SPECTRUM, ZX81 
Discounts up to 25% 

‘Zoom (imagin is 
Rome Be 

DISCOUNT SOFTWARE 
45 Brunswick. Bracknell, Berks. 

TI-99/4A0 
HIGH QUALITY ARCADE 

MES 
RESKE 

Stas 

MBDASH Mar, 
HopaT—H: 

(Emended BASIC 
soso 
MBOEEEB Torpes 
BORER Min: Koog O95 
ey: EB- Extended BASIC B~ BASIC 

MICRO-BYTE SOFTWARE, 
T1St. Mary's Avenue, Praley 
Reading, Berkshire RGS 8B 

COMPATIBLE 
WITH ALL 

POPULAR HOME 
COMPUTERS. 
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SPECTRUM 
DISCOUNT GAMES 

Manic Miner £5.41 
Invasion of Body Snatchers. £5.45) 
Hunter Kiler £6.49) 
The Pyramia £4.90| 
Vatthala £12.45 
Kong £5.10] 
Home Budget £5.75| 
Hobbit for Spectrum, 
‘Commodore 64, Oric and 
5BC £12.45 

FLOWCHART Ltd 
62 High Street, Ie 

BOOKS & 
PUBLICATIONS 

PLAYING THE HOBBIT 

TEMPLESOFT 
13 Temple Gardens 

London NW11 

T199/4A. Yahtzee free. Details on- 
ly when you join nationwide group 
S.A.E. Tl-users, 40  Barrhill 
Brighton, BN] 8UF 

PERSONAL COMPUTERS 
Al! models bought for cash. 
Morgan Camera Company 
160 Tottenham Court Road 
ondon W1. Tel: 01-388 2562 

Spectrum 16K/48K programs re- 
quired! Original, interesting. Send 

immiediately. 
50% shares. * 3, Lonsdale 
Street, Leicester LE2 IBP. 

Micro-Users SOFTWEAR 
‘T-SHIRTS and SWEATSHIRTS 
1 Apple 61'm User Friendly 
2 Spectrum 7 Have you seen my 
3 Orie 1 Peripherals? 
4 Epson 8 2804, 
Siavader 9 6502 
100% Cotton Tshirts in white, red or sky 

seach inde Pty cout 5:50 cach inclusive, small, medium, and exis large Ses, Mail Order ony from: 
One Per Cent Seren, state, Great Wakering, Pssen. 

Lane 

HCW 
YOUR SOFTWARE 
SUPERMARKE! 

SOFTWARE EDUCATIONAL 

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE for BBC (B) 
CASSETTE 10 is # new collection of ten great educational games for the 7-11 
29e group. ‘All of the games are designed f home or school use and have length, 
ifficulty and volume controls. Many subjects are covered including basic 
maths, coordinates and speling. Th ‘games teach in a way which holds the 
interest of children and which they find enjoyable. 

The fully inclusive price for CASSETTE 10 is £11.88. We believe that this 
makes it the best-value high-quality educational software on the market. AS 
well as the ten original games the price includes a special INDEX’ progr 
16:page booklet which gives details of the games and full loading instructions, 
‘Send now for your copy of CASSET 

SCHOOLSOFT, 
TE 10. (Cheques payable to Schoolsoft) 
62 Middle Lane, 

Kings Norton, Birmingham B38 ODY. 
+ & FREE AND FAST DELIVERY + + * 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT 
— ORDER FORM 

Address 

Tel. No. (Day) 

Please place my advert in Home Computing Weekly for 
Please indicate number of insertions required. 

Private sales — 15p a word Trade — 20p a word 

weeks. 

CLASSIFIED DEPT. HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY 
45 Charing Cross RG, London WC2H OEE. Te: 01-437 1 



We've got the Aquarius taped! 
Now for the first time you con 
buy cossette bosed softwore 

for your Aquarius. 
All the excitement of 
arcade type action at 
the low, low price 

of £5.95. 

‘TY Vaders 
The classic arcade golden oldie but 
wnitten in machine code for fast, 
exciting action. Pit your wits and 

skils against squadrons of 
coloured weirdos. Blast them al 
from the sky but beware, they 

get faster and meaner. 

Eq‘on 
Eat the dots and avoid the 
planes to win through. An 
updated version of the 

addictive arcade game. 
Accelerate, decelerate 
dodge and change lanes. 
Myou manage to avoid 

‘destruction you go on to 
higher things. 

You are one of the chosen 
Gatherers’ selected by your 
unique abilities and talents 
Probe the mysteries of the 
‘past times’ building. Gather 
the secrets of the Universe. 
Have you the mental strength 
fo survive and the character 

towin? 

Ghuckman 
Based on the ever-popular arcade game 

with extra extras. Find the quickest route, 
avoid the meanies and defuse the time 
bombs to win the day. But beware, this 
‘game is addictive, you'll risk Sleep and 

peace of mind. 

Add-On J Fe: aa6-OnEecvoncs i Unts2 Sand, She Hl nds Etat, Stn Wan, Essex CB113A0 
Electronics Ltd., ; Pleaserushme: -___(qty)'N’ Vader  _____(qty) Ed’on 
Units 2, 3and 4, | (aty) Aliens —— (qty) Chuckman (aty) Phrogger 
Shire Hill Cassettes at £5.95 each inc. p+p and VAT for my Aquarius computer. 

Zz \encose cheque tothe valve of or debt my Access.Visacard. No. 
w Industrial Estate,| Signature. Name. 

Saffron Walden, | Address. Postcode. 
ELECTRONICS Essex CB113AQ | Credit card holders ring (0799) 25014 (24 hrs) or Telex 81653 



~~ ARCADE ACTION & 
- ADVENTURE WITH. 

‘he Guardian 
You are.atthe’ Gateway tothe 
Anti-Matter World of Migon 

do you dare enter 
will you survive? 

48K SPECTRUM 
» £5-95 Krazy 

M . Kong 

TARE SERVICES 
PERSONAL SFTW 

action 

pthe way: 

patie VexABwS: IF 

FOR INSTANT CREDIT CARD SALES TEL(0203)667556, SEND CHEQUE OR P.O. TO PSS.452 STONEY STANTON RD. COVENTRY CV6 5DG. 
TRADE ENQUIRIES CONTACT JOHN FLETCHER, COVENTRY (0203) 81346 


